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WINGS
BADGE
As we have said in previous issues, we are currently working to
update the Wings Scheme. With the recent changes to CAA
legislation, the scheme is more relevant that ever as it
represents our entitlement to ﬂy in locations where other pilots
cannot. A level of proﬁciency also underpins our reputation for
safety and is a vital part of our relationship with our Insurance
company. Qualifying for a Wings badge is mandatory for all new
members and we are long past the time for older members to
catch up with the scheme. Everyone in the club who ﬂies radio
control should have a Wings badge, apart from beginners, who
should be ﬂying only under the direct supervision of a badge
holder.
The new CAA regulations permit, for the ﬁrst time, other
organisations to train to a standard of proﬁciency for ﬂying
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAS). These new providers need to
assure CAA that they are competent trainers and have credible
standards. In order to maintain our standing, we need to ensure
that our scheme is current and well run. We have looked at the
way in which we train and test new pilots and what follows this
introduction is an extract from the proposed revised Wings
Scheme. We include the introduction and a sample of a new

R/C Proficiency Programme

qualiﬁcation. This is the Fixed Wing Advanced Test. It is
intended to provide a higher level of proﬁciency. It is not
compulsory but an option for good pilots to improve their skills. It
would be expected that pilots planning to ﬂy demonstrations at a
public event would have the Advanced level qualiﬁcation. In
terms of manned aviation, our “Basic Wings” could be regarded
as “solo” and our “Advanced Wings” as a PPL. We also feel that
more support should be provided to examiners so that we have
consistent standards in every club. The plan is for MFNZ
Council Area representatives to hold workshops around the
country where club examiners can gather and compare notes. A
session of “Test and be tested” would help to assure examiners
that they were all working to a common standard.
The text of each test is derived from the BMFA system. They
have a large team dedicated to managing their scheme and are
happy for us to borrow from it rather than inventing our own
parallel system. The plan is to complete work on all of the
Annexes in order for the revised scheme to be endorsed by the
AGM in July. If you have comments on the draft shown here,
please forward them to the National Secretary.

The ‘Wings’ Program for R/C Flight qualification

1. Aim

3. Examiners and Instructors

1.1. To provide certiﬁcation of a basic proﬁciency level for Radio
Control model pilots enabling them to operate unsupervised.
Pilots achieving the required level are entitled to hold the MFNZ
‘Wings’ badge.
1.2. To meet the requirements of Civil Aviation Rule 101 for
ﬂying within 4km of aerodromes.

3.1 Instructors
Instructors will be proﬁcient Wings badge holders as appointed
by the club. Clubs will forward the name and MFNZ number of
each appointed instructor to the MFNZ secretary for recording in
the Associations database and issue of an instructor’s certiﬁcate.
Instructors should be.
•
Experienced proﬁcient ﬂyers who exhibit well-disciplined
ﬂying and operate in a safety conscious manner and are
committed to training students to Wings standard.
•
Be willing to spend considerable time training without letting
their own skills suﬀer.
•
Have empathy with the student and be able to guide the
student through the learning process.
Further information on instructing is available in the Instructors
guide available from the secretary or on the MFNZ web site.

2. Method
2.1. MFNZ encourages all clubs to ensure that members follow
this proﬁciency scheme and ensure that all Radio Control pilots
to obtain their “Wings”.
2.2. Many club ﬂying sites, rallies and contests are on or near
aerodromes and this qualiﬁcation is essential to ﬂy at those
sites.The badge provides ready proof of the minimum
qualiﬁcation.
2.3. Within 4km of an aerodrome all pilots must operate under
direct supervision (of a wings badge holder or an approved
Instructor), away from aerodromes trainees should not be
considered safe to ﬂy on their own until they have reached the
wings standard.
2.4 The Wings Badge is compulsory for:
(a) all new members joining MFNZ are obliged to attain the
qualiﬁcation.
(b) all members who ﬂy at sites within 4km of an aerodrome.
Members are to be encouraged to gain wings badges at the
earliest time.
2.5.Clubs should keep records of the members holding wings
badge certiﬁcation and forward to the MFNZ secretary the
name of members attaining the certiﬁcation.

A Fixed Wing Training Manual for the student is available from the
secretary or on the MFNZ web site. This manual is structured to
guide students through training to Wings standard and also acts
as a prompt to instructors and has a check list for the student to
keep as a record of training progress. All students should be
issued with one.
3.2 Examiners
Examiners will be Basic Wings badge holders. It is not required
for the Examiner to be proﬁcient in the skill being tested but they
should be familiar with the requirements of the badge being
tested and may conduct “dummy tests” with a badge holder to
understand the manoeuvres fully. Clubs will assess their
membership and select their examiners and instructors to meet

the above criteria. Clubs should keep a register of Approved
examiners and forward to MFNZ on an annual basis. To ensure
a common standard among Examiners, Area Representatives
will conduct Examiner workshops whereby methods and ideas
can be exchanged.

4. Qualiﬁcation
4.1 There are 8 categories of Qualiﬁcation:
Basic Fixed wing powered (BP)
Advanced Power (AP)
Glider (GD)
Advanced Glider (AG)
Helicopter (HP)
Advanced Helicopter(AH)
Multirotor (MR)
Advanced Multirotor (AM)
There are additional specialist qualiﬁcations for the following
categories:
Large ﬁxed wing powered, (LP)
Turbine / Jet (TJ)
First Person View (FP)
High Speed (HS)

5.

Annex B
Fixed Wing Power Advanced (AP)
General
The Proﬁciency Scheme is run by the MFNZ as a National
Scheme and it is open to all members. The Advanced Certiﬁcate
is “designed to recognize the pilot's more advanced ability and a
demonstrated level of safety which may be considered by an
event organiser as suitable for ﬂying at a public display.”
As an Examiner, therefore, the level of competence required
from a candidate should ﬁrstly be based on the question; 'has
this person demonstrated their ﬂying ability and safety to me in a
satisfactory manner’ and, secondly, ‘how do I feel about them
appearing in public, possibly at a large display, on the strength of
the certiﬁcate which I may be about to award them'.
The aim of the Advanced certiﬁcate has always been to give the
club ﬂyer a personal attainment goal beyond the Basic
Certiﬁcate; a demonstrated level of competence and safety
which is attainable by the average pilot with a little thought and
practice.

Certiﬁcation

5.1 The Wings badge will be issued by MFNZ. Applications
should be made through Club Secretaries on the oﬃcial form,
signed by the examiner. Annual membership cards will show the
details of qualiﬁcations held. Members attaining a new
qualiﬁcation within the membership year may request the issue
of a replacement membership card.
5.2 The Wings badge may have the club name at the top, the
MFNZ wings in between, with the letters R/C in the centre, and
the name of the pilot at the bottom. If speciﬁcally requested, the
club name may remain blank.
5.3 A pilot must be a current ﬁnancial member of MFNZ to be the
holder of a Wings badge and issue / retention of a wings badge
is at the discretion of the MFNZ Council.
5.4 Certiﬁcates (and Badges) may be withdrawn by a club if the
pilot is considered to be no longer able to satisfactorily meet the
required standard. The Wings Badge will be reissued upon the
satisfactory passing of a full wings test.
Testing Procedure
5.5 There are four parts to each basic proﬁciency wings test:
a) Pre-ﬂight inspection of model.
b) Oral Test.
c) Pre-ﬂight procedures test.
d) Flight Test.
5.6 Each part is marked on a competent/not yet competent basis
and total mastery is required to qualify.
5.7 Retesting is permitted. The examiner may decide if a retest
can be carried out on the same day or if there needs to be some
retraining or consolidation before the retest.
5.8 Test sheets and Oral questions are included elsewhere in
this manual
List of Annexes
Annex A
Annex B
Annex C
Annex D
Annex E
Annex F
Annex G
(MR)
Annex H
Annex I
Annex J
Annex K
Annex L

Basic Fixed Wing Power
(BP)
Advanced Fixed Wing Power
(AP)
BasicGlider
(GD)
Advanced Glider
(AG)
Basic Helicopter
(HP)
Advanced Helicopter
(AH)
B a s i c
M u l t i r o t o r
Advanced Multirotor
Large Fixed Wing Power
Turbine/Jet
First Person View
High Speed

(AM)
(LP)
(TJ)
(FP)
(HS)

The long term strategy behind this is that if enough club ﬂyers
qualify for their Advanced certiﬁcates then the general standard
of ﬂying both within your club and nationally cannot help but rise.
Examiners should be pressing this concept positively within their
clubs and discouraging the idea of the Advanced test as ‘just a
display licence'.
A candidate wishing to take the Advanced test must already have
passed the Basic test in that discipline. The candidate for the
Advanced test should have studied the MFNZ Member manual.
Most of the questions asked at the end of the test will be from the
handbook.
The Model
It is a common misconception that the candidate for the
Advanced Certiﬁcate needs to ﬂy an 'aerobatic model'. In fact the
test can be performed with most powered ﬁxed wing models. The
options allowed in the test mean that even a three channel
trainer can cope if well trimmed and ﬂown.
Having said this, on no account may the candidate use the
performance of the model as an excuse for a poor performance
on their part. For instance, a candidate ﬂying a three channel
model through the rolling manoeuvres accurately deserves the
credit but one who makes a mess of the rolls with the same type
of model cannot say that it is the fault of the model. You should
make no allowances on this point.
You do not have the authority to alter the required manoeuvres to
suit a model and if, in your opinion, the model is unsuitable for the
test then you should explain this to the candidate and tell them
that they cannot use that model. The selection of the model to do
the test is the responsibility of the pilot and it is they you are
testing, not the model.
Similarly, the type of model presented cannot be used as an
excuse for not completing certain manoeuvres. A pilot cannot
turn up with a twin, for instance, and then say that the spin is too
dangerous because the model would not pull out of it.
Another important point to remember is that the candidate is not
expected to build or even own the model they use. There is no
reason why a ﬂyer who does not own a suitable model could not
borrow one from a friend or clubmate.
The use of a gyro or autopilot is not allowed during the test. If any
such system is ﬁtted to the model it must be disabled during the
test and you should check that this has been done.
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Electric Powered Models must be treated as LIVE as soon as
the main ﬂight battery is connected, irrespective of radio state
and great care must be demonstrated by the candidate. The
arming sequence should be clearly understood and discussed
/demonstrated to you by the candidate.
The minimum weight of a model used to take the test is 1 kg (2.2
lbs.) without fuel but with batteries.
Buddy Box Systems
Buddy leads and other dual control training aids must not be
used during any Proﬁciency scheme test.
Height and Speed
The Advanced certiﬁcate candidate should be a conﬁdent pilot
and this should show in the height and speed at which they ﬂy
the test. The height for the majority of the test should be between
100 and 150 feet and the pilot should make intelligent use of the
throttle throughout the ﬂight. This is an important factor and you
should particularly watch out for it. A pilot who ﬂies at take-oﬀ
power throughout the whole ﬂight should not pass; they are not
thinking.
Consistency
The combination of appropriate heights and good use of the
throttle should mean that, although the model will be ﬂying at
various heights throughout the test, these heights will be ﬂown in
a steady and consistent manner and you should note if the
height ﬂown varies signiﬁcantly when it doesn't need to.
It is a requirement that "all manoeuvres are carried out in front of
the pilot" with the implication that the model will be crossing in
front of the pilot just beyond the take-oﬀ and landing area on
several occasions during the ﬂight. Care should be taken by the
pilot that the line of approach each time is consistent and you
should take particular note if it is not.
Unnecessary varying of height and inconsistent lines are valid
reasons to fail a candidate at this level as they give a good
indication of the ﬂyers general level of competence and they
should strongly inﬂuence your ﬁnal decision. Poorly ﬂown height
or lines are a sure sign that the ﬂyer has either not practised the
test or has not reached the required standard of ﬂying and are
legitimate reasons to fail them.
Continuity
Although the manoeuvres are set out in such a way that they can
be ﬂown one after the other as a schedule, this is
ABSOLUTELY NOT what is expected. The candidate can opt
to ﬂy the test in this way but it is not mandatory. Most ﬂights will
have a combination of direct transitions and positioning circuits
between manoeuvres and will help if you discuss this with the
candidate before the ﬂight. You, of course, should be watching
any extra circuits just as carefully as the rest of the ﬂight as they
can tell you a lot about the competence of the ﬂyer.
A pilot who transitions directly from one manoeuvre to the next is
not to be penalised as this is quite acceptable but watch out for
the pilot who hasn't practised enough. Trying to ﬂy the test in this
way can get them into some very awkward positions.
The Advanced certiﬁcate allows an intermediate landing. The
exact wording of the rule that appears in the member’s
handbook is - ‘The test must be completed in one ﬂight.
Exceptionally, at a pre-determined point in the ﬂight an
intermediate landing may be permitted for the sole purpose of
refuelling or the ﬁtting of a freshly charged battery. This landing
may only be made with the prior consent of the Examiners. The
pre-determined point may be either after a speciﬁc manoeuvre
or at a speciﬁc time of ﬂight, whichever is requested by the
candidate and agreed by the Examiners.

This obviously makes it easier to take the Advanced with electric
or turbine powered models although in exceptional
circumstances it could apply to any model. You should be aware
of the possibility of such an intermediate landing but under no
circumstances must you allow an unscheduled landing to be
passed under the rule. It must be applied exactly as written and
any landing must take place at the point agreed prior to the ﬂight.
Two attempts per examination will be allowed in any one day.
Trim
It is expected that the candidate will start the test with a model
that has been trimmed out previously but they should be able to
trim the model out in the air very quickly if necessary. If you see
obvious signs that the model is out of trim and the candidate
makes no attempt to rectify the matter you should seriously
question their basic competence.
Any re-trimming should be done on the ﬁrst circuit and if the pilot
cannot accomplish this then you should again seriously think
about their basic ability, especially if they put the model in any
danger or the model ﬂies behind the pilot or in any other unsafe
areas.
Nerves
Quiet competence is what you are looking for during the ﬂight but
most candidates will be nervous and you should make some
allowance for this. If the ﬂyer is very nervous you should
seriously consider abandoning the test for the time being and
oﬀering the candidate a coaching ﬂight or two to settle them down
before re-taking the test. This can be done on the same day and
can really help those candidates who have trouble with nerves
when ﬂying in a test situation.
Repeating Manoeuvres
At Advanced certiﬁcate level the candidate should be competent
to ﬂy the test with very few errors. If you see any major faults the
test should be taken again. It may be, however, that the
candidate will make a minor mistake on a manoeuvre and if you
are not fully satisﬁed with what you have seen you should
consider asking for the manoeuvre to be repeated.
Some judgement is called for on your part here. A major mistake
is grounds for failing the candidate, especially if loss of control
has occurred or a dangerous situation has arisen. You should
deﬁnitely not let them have multiple attempts at each manoeuvre
until they get it right but you must give yourself the best chance of
assessing the competence of the pilot you are testing.
You should consider what you have seen the model do and if you
think to yourself "could be better" then a request that the
manoeuvre be repeated may be considered. Be extremely
careful about using this option, however, as you could be
degrading the worth of the test. It must not under any
circumstances degenerate into a series of 'practice'
manoeuvres.
Repeating the Test
The rules allow two attempts at the test in a day. If the candidate
fails the ﬁrst of these you must consider their performance in
deciding what to do next. Many failures are reasonably good
pilots or borderline cases and in these circumstances it might be
appropriate to oﬀer one or two coaching ﬂights and then a repeat
of the test. Remember that many of the candidates will be
unfamiliar with ﬂying under pressure and might do very well on
the second test.
On the other hand, it will probably be obvious to you on many
occasions that the pilot you are testing is simply not ready for the
test they are taking. In this situation it is better that you tell them
so quite clearly. It could then be extremely useful for you to oﬀer

to ﬂy a demonstration test for them (assuming that a suitable
model is available to you and that you are happy to do so) so that
they can gain an idea of the standard of ﬂying required,
especially if they have shown a lack of understanding of the
manoeuvres and positioning. This, possibly along with a little
coaching, is far more useful to everyone than simply telling the
candidate that they have failed.
Interruptions to the Test
A possibility that may occur during a test is an engine failure part
way through which could very well lead to a damaged model. If
this is the case then the test obviously cannot continue and you
should invoke the rule that the test should be performed in one
ﬂight and count the ﬂight as one of the two attempts allowed
during the day.
Genuine engine trouble or even engine-out situations during the
test may be dealt with in one of three ways.
If the test was being generally ﬂown in a satisfactory manner
and the problem can be rectiﬁed quickly then the candidate may
be allowed to continue the test from the start of the manoeuvre
in which the problem occurred.
If the problem cannot be rectiﬁed quickly but you consider that it
was a genuine unforeseen occurrence, you may annul the test
and not count it as one of the two attempts.
If the test up to the point of failure was not satisfactory, you have
the option to cancel the rest of the test and count the ﬂight as
one of the two attempts allowed during the day.
Obviously, you will have to use your judgement on this matter as
there will rarely be black and white situations but how they
handled the emergency should be of great interest to you when
you come to review the candidate’s overall standard of ﬂying.
Designated Landing Area
The landing has to be performed on the ‘designated landing
area’ and the wheels are to touch ‘within a pre-designated 30
metre boundary’. The exact deﬁnition of this landing area must
be left to the examiner as it will obviously depend on the ﬂying
site and possibly the weather conditions at the time of the test.
Helpers for Disabled Candidates, Young Candidates and
Others Who have Requested Help During the Test
When disabled or young candidates present themselves for the
test it may be that they will not physically be able to perform all
the actions that most candidates can. At times, other candidates
may also request help with certain physical aspects during the
test (they may, for instance, have an injured ﬁnger). There will
be times when you, as an Examiner, will think ‘how much can I
relax the test requirements for this person’.
Some Examiners make the decision to make no allowances at
all but this eﬀectively bars many people from attempting the
tests. If we think of the Proﬁciency scheme as a true national
scheme then we must consider how we can accommodate
candidates, not how we can stop them from participating.
The answer, of course, is that you, as an Examiner, must make
on-the-spot decisions about what you will allow during the test
and, in such cases, you are within your authority to take such
decisions. The guidelines set out below may help but at all times
the two items at the end of this section must take precedence.
They are not negotiable and mean that, whoever the candidate
is, they have to convince you that they know what they are doing
or what is happening for the full duration of the test.
For instance, a disabled ﬂyer may have diﬃculty handling the
model and may not be able to carry it out to the strip, release it
for launch or retrieve it after the ﬂight. The sensible use of a

helper is certainly allowable in such cases but it is essential that
they only do what the candidate asks them to do. Pre-ﬂight
checks and engine starting may be another problem area that
can be overcome by a helper but you should expect the
candidate to do as much of the work as possible themselves and
they should be able to talk you through anything that the helper
does for them. Be sure to discuss all this with the candidate
before starting the test.
All of these comments can apply to younger ﬂyers too but there is
an added complication with engine starting. Many parents are
very unhappy about letting their children near a running engine
and will not allow them to start their own engines. This is a
perfectly valid view and, again, is a case where a helper can be
used. If this situation does occur with the younger candidates,
however, you should insist that they do all the pre-ﬂight and
preparation work themselves, up to applying the starter to the
engine. If they cannot do this then they should not pass.
After engine start, the helper can adjust engine controls and carry
the model but only on the instructions of the candidate.
In all cases:
(1)
If, at any time, the helper takes over the decision
making process from the candidate then the
candidate must fail.
(2)
You can make no allowances whatsoever for anyone
during the ﬂying of the test. The candidate can either
perform the ﬂight manoeuvres as speciﬁed or they
can’t. If they can’t then they must not be passed.
Make sure in your brieﬁng that both the candidate and the
helper are fully aware of both of these points.
Administration
There are speciﬁc forms for Examiners to use during the Fixed
Wing Advanced test, and if you do not have one then a call to the
MFNZ oﬃce will have some in the post to you by return.
Completed forms should be sent to the National Secretary within
seven days of the test and, whilst they must be ﬁlled in by the
Examiner, they may be sent in to the oﬃce by either the Examiner
or the Candidate. You should take great care that all the details
are ﬁlled in correctly, especially the successful candidates
NAME and their MFNZ number (this can save a great deal of
confusion). If the candidate is not a MFNZ member then it is
especially important that you get their name and address correct
and in full.
This is very important as what is seen on the pass form is what will
appear on the ﬁnal certiﬁcate. It is embarrassing for you to have
to send one back to be re-done and it gives the candidate a
deﬁnite impression of sloppy work by someone.
The Test
(a)
Carry out pre-ﬂight checks as required by the MFNZ
Safety Codes.
The pre-ﬂight checks are laid out clearly in the MFNZ handbook.
The candidate should also go through the pre-ﬂying session
checks, also laid out in the handbook. Ask the candidate to go
through their checks as if the test ﬂight was their ﬁrst ﬂight of the
day. Particular attention should be given to airframe, control
linkages and surfaces.
Points to look for are that the candidate has a steady and regular
ground routine, especially when starting and tuning the engine.
Nerves should not play a part in the pits and you should satisfy
yourself that the candidate is fully in control of what they are
doing when preparing their aircraft for ﬂight.
A neat ground layout makes a good impression and is to be
expected from Advanced certiﬁcate candidates.

A poor performance in this area is not grounds for failing the
candidate, however, but it is inevitable that you will be making
mental notes of all aspects of the candidates competence and
this is one that might have an eﬀect on a real ‘borderline’ case.
Pay particular attention to the way the candidate uses the local
frequency control system and make sure that they fully
understand it and use the correct sequence appropriate to their
model. For “long wire” frequencies, this is usually 'get the peg,
Tx on, Rx on'. For 2.4 GHz, the candidate should be aware of
any local transmitter usage limitations and if a ﬂight peg is
required, it must be obtained before the usual Tx on, Rx on
sequence. Some radio equipment and, occasionally, a speciﬁc
model requirement requires that the Rx be switched on ﬁrst and,
if this is the case, the candidate should explain this clearly to
you.
With electric powered models, take note that the candidate is
aware that the model is ‘live’ as soon as the ﬂight battery is
plugged in and that they take appropriate safety precautions. If a
separate receiver battery is ﬁtted, the candidate should have the
opportunity to check the operation of the radio equipment before
the ﬂight battery is plugged in.
Watch carefully and take note that the transmitter controls, trims
and switches are checked by the pilot.
All candidates are required to be aware of the local the
frequency control system and anyone who is required to use it
but switches their radio on before doing so should be failed on
the spot.
If there is no one else available then there is nothing to stop you
aiding the candidate by holding the model for the power check,
carrying it out for take-oﬀ etc. but any such actions must be
performed by you directly on the instructions of the candidate.
You must not prompt them or carry out any actions of your own
accord.
The pilot must stand in the designated pilot area for the
entirety of the ﬂying part of the test.
(b)
Take oﬀ and complete a left (or right) hand circuit
and overﬂy the take-oﬀ area.
Take oﬀ must be done with the model a safe distance from the
pits area and on a line which does not take the model towards
the pits, other people or any other danger area.
The model may be carried out by the candidate or a helper or it
may be taxied out from a safe position in front of the pits/pilots
area. Taxying out of the pits is an instant fail. Prior to carrying or
taxying out, the pilot should inform other pilots ﬂying that his
model is going out onto the active area.
Take oﬀ should be straight with the model not being pulled oﬀ the
ground too soon. Abandoning the take-oﬀ for genuine reasons
should not be penalised. It's far better that the candidate shows
that they are thinking about what they are doing rather than
trying to coax a model with a sick engine into the air. If a take-oﬀ
is aborted in a safe manner you should immediately reassure
the candidate that they will not be penalised for taking correct
actions, even though these may conﬂict with what the test
requires.

rest of the ﬂight as well except when a type of circuit is speciﬁed
for a manoeuvre.
On completion of the circuit, the model will be ﬂying into wind
past the front of the pilot and, for safety reasons, just over the far
edge of the take oﬀ area. Tell the candidate prior to the ﬂight the
line that you want them to be following.
You must make sure that the candidate is clear on this, the line
will be set by the model ﬂying across in front of them on a
heading which should be agreed before the ﬂight (usually, but
not always, into wind) and passing over a set point. This ﬁrst pass
in front of the pilot is extremely important as it sets the standard
height and line for the rest of the test and this standard height and
line will be referred to often in these notes.
(c)
Fly a "ﬁgure of eight" course with the cross-over in
front of the pilot, height to be constant. The examiners will
expect this manoeuvre to be ﬂown more accurately than the
similar manoeuvre in the Basic Certiﬁcate test.
The manoeuvre should be ﬂown slightly better than as shown in
the Basic Certiﬁcate diagrams in the handbook. The crossover
point must always be in front of the pilot and, after a run in at
standard height and line, the model MUST be turned through
ninety degrees in the ﬁrst turn so that it is ﬂying exactly away from
the pilot.
The ﬁrst circle must also end with the model ﬂying exactly away
from the pilot, through the crossover point before it is turned into
the second circle. Both circles should be of the same diameter as
seen from the ground and this implies that they will be ﬂown at
varying bank angles.
The main problems with this manoeuvre nearly always happen
on the ﬁrst circle and if they do not get it right they will either ﬁnish
up with the crossover way downwind, ﬂy too near the pilots line or
panic as the model accelerates towards them as it begins to
come downwind and pull far too much bank (vertical!) to get the
crossover point correct. This is not a sign that they have thought
about the manoeuvre or practiced it.
The second circle (3/4 circle actually) is rarely a problem. The
manoeuvre ﬁnishes, as in the Basic certiﬁcate diagrams, with the
model ﬂying at standard height and line across the front of the
pilot, not with another turn away.
(d)
Fly into wind and complete one inside loop,
Run in height and line in should be standard and the manoeuvre
should be performed exactly in front of the pilot. A perfect loop is
not required but the exit height and line should be very close to
the original.
Skewing out is a sign that the model has not been trimmed
correctly or that the wings were not level at the start of the
manoeuvre. The pilot should not get into this situation to start
with but if they do then they must be able to compensate; if they
cannot then you have to draw your own conclusions. Watch that
the throttle is used during the manoeuvre and penalise the pilot if
they ﬂy the manoeuvre at a constant high throttle setting.

Climb out should be at a steady angle and straight until
operational height is reached when the throttle should be
brought back to cruise power, the model levelled out and the ﬁrst
turn of the circuit started.

(e)
Fly downwind and complete one outside loop
downwards from the top i.e. a bunt.
The climb to an appropriate height for the manoeuvre should be
executed neatly and, after tracking in on the standard line, the
bunt should be executed directly in front of the pilot. A perfect
bunt is not required but the exit height and line should be very
close to the original.

The type of circuit is not stated so either racetrack, rectangular
or circular is acceptable. This choice of circuit type applies to the

Skewing out is a sign that the model has not been trimmed
correctly or that the wings were not level at the start of the

manoeuvre. The pilot should not get into this situation to start
with but if they do then they must be able to compensate; if they
cannot then you have to draw your own conclusions.
The throttle should be closed for the ﬁrst part of the manoeuvre
but don't expect it to stay oﬀ for too long. Many models will not
complete this manoeuvre if throttle opening is delayed to the
bottom of the bunt.
(f)
Complete two consecutive rolls into wind.
These should be performed from standard height and line and
must be continuous rolls with no straight ﬂight between them.
The model should be half way through the two rolls when it
passes in front of the pilot although you may allow a little leeway
here.
There should be no serious loss of height or direction during the
manoeuvre although slight barrelling of the rolls is permissible.
The speed of the rolls should be such that the pilot has to make
noticeable elevator inputs to maintain the model's height.
'Twinkle rolls' that are so fast that no visible elevator input is
required are NOT acceptable, you have to be sure that the pilot
is using the elevator. Slow rolls which require elevator and
rudder input are acceptable if the pilot can perform them but are
NOT a requirement.
Don't forget to note which way the model rolls.
(g)
Complete two consecutive rolls downwind using
the opposite direction of roll rotation to that use in (f).
All the comments in (f) above apply but you can allow a little
more leeway on the centring of the manoeuvre as the model will
be travelling faster over the ground. You should, however, be
satisﬁed that the pilot is making a reasonable eﬀort to centre the
manoeuvre. Make sure that the model rolls in the opposite
direction to (f).
(h)
Complete a stall turn either left or right.
This should be ﬂown from standard height and line but not
directly in front of the pilot. The model should be ﬂown past the
pilot for about 100 yards before the manoeuvre is performed,
returning past the pilot at standard height and line when the
manoeuvre is complete.
The direction of the stall turn should be nominated by you and it
should be performed away from the ﬂight line, i.e. if the wind is
from the right, the model is ﬂown past the pilot from left to right,
pulled up and stall turned to the LEFT.
Although you should not expect a perfect manoeuvre, it should
be a recognisable stall turn, not a chandelle or a wing over. The
'vertical climb and dive' should be near vertical, the throttle
should be used in the appropriate manner and the model should
not 'ﬂy' over the top in a semi-circle.
(i)
“Gain height and perform a three turn spin, the
initial heading and the recovery heading must be into wind
and the model must fall into the spin (no ‘ﬂick’ spin entry).”
The spin should be performed in front of the pilot but a little
further out than the other manoeuvres. The height should be
appropriate to the type of model being ﬂown and the pilot should
gain that height in a smooth and neat manner.
There is only one way to perform the spin.
The model must be ﬂown into wind and before it reaches a point
in front of the pilot the throttle must be closed. As the model
slows down, level ﬂight must be maintained by steadily
increasing amounts of up elevator until, at a point approximately
in front of the pilot, full up elevator is reached (the model should
be slow and nose up at this point but not climbing).

Full rudder must then be applied and the model allowed to fall into
the spin. The model should not stall and then spin but it should be
ﬂying close enough to the stall so that applying full rudder will
cause one of the wings to stall and initiate the spin
Ailerons may be used in the spin (and many models will not
stay in a spin without aileron being used) but they must NOT
be applied until the model has begun to fall. Note that this does
not mean that the model must actually be spinning before the
ailerons are applied but it must at least be falling into the spin.
A ‘ﬂick’ entry, which is not allowed, will always result in one wing
of the model rising as the manoeuvre is entered and part of the
ﬁrst rotation will take place in the horizontal plane instead of the
vertical. In most cases it will then be very diﬃcult to decide exactly
when to start counting the turns of the spin, especially if the
manoeuvre has been entered at too high a speed. Look carefully
for all these points and insist on a correct low speed ‘falling’ entry
to the manoeuvre.
After an appropriate time (depending on the model) controls
must be centralised, any anti- spin actions taken (sometimes
necessary) and the model recovered onto the same heading it
had when the manoeuvre was started. An 'aerobatics' spin which
ﬁnishes in a vertical dive is not required but is acceptable.
Allowances should be made for the heading of the model to be
slightly oﬀ line (no more than ten or ﬁfteen degrees) as the spin
ﬁnishes but this should be corrected during the pull out. Do not
accept a manoeuvre which requires more correction than this
during the pull out.
If the pilot cannot take the model at least through the beginning of
the spin in a competent fashion it is a sure sign that they have not
practised the manoeuvre. If they make a good job of the entry but
are not accurate enough on the exit, you might consider allowing
another attempt at the manoeuvre as the spin can, on some
occasions, be a diﬃcult manoeuvre to predict, depending
sometimes on the model as much as the pilot.
If the model shows a genuine inability to spin you should fail the
candidate on the basis of attempting the test with an
inappropriate model.
Do not accept any excuses from the pilot that his model is too
fragile to spin; the section on the suitability of models applies.
(j)
Fly a rectangular landing approach and overshoot
from below 10 ft. Note that this manoeuvre is a baulked
landing, not a low pass.
Watch out for the downwind leg not being ﬂown parallel to the
upwind leg and the turns being ﬂown either too tight or too wide
(most will try to ﬂy them too tight and almost try to put a ninety
degree 'snap' turn in, which is not a requirement). Throttle should
be reduced either just before or just after the last crosswind turn
with the crosswind leg descending into the turn on to ﬁnal
approach.
Once established on ﬁnal approach, on line and descending, the
throttle should be closed to idle to set up the ﬁnal descent rate.
The aim of all this is to have the model at a speed, position and
rate of descent which will guarantee an accurate touchdown on
the landing area. Only when this is QUITE CLEAR and the
model is below 10 feet should the throttle be opened and the
model climbed straight ahead back up to circuit height. Watch out
for correct throttle control.
The pilot should call this manoeuvre out loudly as an
OVERSHOOT and you should take note that he has visually
checked the active area before and during the manoeuvre (watch
for head movements).

Anything less than this is not satisfactory. Discuss this with the
candidate before the ﬂight as, if the overshoot is simply ﬂown as
a low pass, the candidate should fail.
Note that electric models are expected to follow typical ‘i/c’ ﬂight
patterns and that they can sometimes quite easily do that with
propellers stopped. Don’t be surprised if this happens, just take
note that the ﬂight path the model takes is what you would
expect of an i/c model. These comments apply to the landing
too.
(k)
Fly a rectangular circuit in the opposite direction to
that in (j) at a constant height of not more than 40 feet.
The comments above about parallel upwind and downwind legs
and the type of turns required all apply. Height control should be
good with no wavering and 40 feet is just over one house high.
(l)
Fly a rectangular landing approach and land
(wheels to touch within a pre- designated 30 metre
boundary).
All the comments in (j) above apply accept that the pilot should
call LANDING. The visual checks of the active area are very
important and as in (j) you should watch for head movement.
If the candidate opens the throttle and climbs away then they
should have a very good reason, such as people on the runway.
Any reasons oﬀered by the candidate for an unscheduled
overshoot cannot include not being lined up correctly or
anything similar. At this stage they should be capable of getting it
right.
(m)
Complete the post ﬂight checks as required by the
MFNZ safety Codes.
The candidate should NOT take their transmitter with them
when retrieving their model. If no one else is available to hold it
then you should oﬀer. When the model has been retrieved and
returned to the pits area the transmitter should be returned to
the pilot. The post ﬂight checks are set out clearly in the
handbook but you should watch particularly that the ‘Rx oﬀ, Tx
oﬀ, frequency system cleared’ sequence is followed correctly.
Remember that electric models must be assumed to be ‘live’
until the ﬂight battery has been disconnected and the handling
of the aircraft by the candidate must reﬂect this during retrieval
and in the pits area.
Note should also be taken of the intermediate landing Test
Section below and the recommended actions.
Exceptionally, at a pre-determined point in the ﬂight an
intermediate landing may be permitted for the sole purpose of
either re-fuelling or the ﬁtting of a freshly charged ﬂight battery.
This landing may only be made with the prior consent of the
Examiners. The pre-determined point may be either after a
speciﬁc manoeuvre or at a speciﬁc time of ﬂight, whichever is
requested by the candidate and agreed by the Examiners.
Full pre and post ﬂight checks are not normally required during
an intermediate landing and take oﬀ unless the model suﬀered a
hard landing. However, the candidate should give the model at
least a quick visual examination whilst on the ground.
The Questions.
The candidate then must answer satisfactorily a minimum of
eight questions on safety matters, based on the MFNZ Safety
Codes for General Flying, Model Flying Displays and local ﬂying
rules.
Remember that on no account can a good performance on the
questions make up for a ﬂying test that you considered a failure.
If you have failed the candidate’s ﬂying you should not even start

to ask the questions. On the other hand the Proﬁciency scheme
is a test of both ﬂying ability and knowledge. It doesn’t matter how
well the candidate can ﬂy, if they cannot answer the safety
questions they should not pass.
How many questions you should actually ask will depend on the
circumstances at the time. For instance, if the candidate has
done a good ﬂying test and answers the ﬁrst eight questions with
conﬁdence then you need go no further. An acceptable test but
with some rough edges can be oﬀset to an extent by the
candidate performing well in the ﬁrst eight questions.
A candidate who has done a test which you found only just
acceptable and who hesitates on the questions should be asked
a few more than eight and if you are not satisﬁed that they have
actually read the safety codes, you should not hesitate to fail
them.
There is some debate as to whether a list of 'approved' questions
should be published for examiners to use. Current opinion is that
if such a list is published then candidates will also be able to study
the list and will not need to study the MFNZ handbook and this is
probably not a good idea.
As an examiner, however, you should prepare yourself
thoroughly for any testing that you do and you may wish to sort
out your own personal and private list of sensible questions.
Don't forget that you can use any local rules which you know and
which the candidate should be aware of.
Remember that the majority questions you ask are to be BASED
on the MFNZ Safety Codes; you are not expected to ask them
'parrot fashion' and the candidate is not expected to answer that
way either.
This opens up the possibility of asking a candidate if they can
think of reasons behind speciﬁc rules, for instance, why is the
club frequency control system operated as it is and what could go
wrong?, why should operating transmitters not be taken out
when retrieving models from an active ﬂying area? or why should
models not be taxied in or out of the pits area?
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Electricity Rescue Helicopter).
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Northland’s Emergency
Services Trust
(I think I've died and gone to heaven!!!!!!!!)
For over 25 years I have been an avid follower and supporter of
Northland's Rescue Helicopter Service, as my wife Janet was
(and still is) one of the original Flight Nurses operating out of
Whangarei Hospital's Intensive Care Unit. And for every one of
those 25 years I have been a "wannabee" helicopter pilot who
has had to substitute my passion for ﬂying with building and
ﬂying increasingly intricate model Helicopters & Planes. I have
recently had the privilege of being able to help our Rescue
Service more practically by taking members of the public
through realistic ﬂight experiences in the most awesome, real
life CAA Approved Flight Training Device (Flight simulator) that
money can buy, based in its own air conditioned hanger at
Whangarei Airport.
In the last few months I have clocked up over 65 hours ﬂying time
and really enjoyed sharing my passion for ﬂight with numerous
members of the public - old and young, male and female,
airplane & helicopter pilots and absolute novices whose feet
have never left the ground before.
The simulator is virtually a complete Sikorsky S76 helicopter
shell, linked up to 6 individual computers with a huge wraparound screen which very realistically replicates real helicopter
ﬂight. As well as being able to "ﬂy" in most places around the
world we can also add in weather dynamics such as high winds,
storms, poor visibility and night time eﬀects. Of course the real
reason for the simulator is to train our fantastic NEST pilots and
save the real aircraft from having to be used for essential
training. This naturally saves a lot of money for the charitable
trust and puts less aviation fuel into the atmosphere which is
good for the environment. Most importantly it allows the pilots
to thoroughly hone their craft and experience issues that may
occur in real ﬂight situations, without any risk to life or machinery.
It is the most amazing tool and I can't ﬁnd the words to explain
how beneﬁcial and interesting it is - never mind how much fun!
I recently ﬂew with an overseas visitor who is also a private pilot
with 2000 hours under his belt including instrument ratings .We
experienced a spectacular snow landing at 8,000 feet after
ﬂying over Mount Cook, then ﬂew the Grand Canyon before
going under the Auckland Harbour Bridge. Next we landed on a
huge Aircraft Carrier oﬀ the west coast of NZ and went to Paris

for a short while! He is so impressed with the quality of the
experience he wants another session before he returns to the
UK winter.
The Flight Simulator is available for all members of the public so
they can experience the thrill of real helicopter ﬂight and gain an
appreciation for the skills of our awesome pilots. See if you can
hover the helicopter for 2 minutes - you will have a real admiration
for these guys then when you next see them in action winching an
injured sailor oﬀ a yacht in 100 knot winds and 15 metre seas in
the dark. Just incredible.
I have even found it has greatly helped my own model helicopter
ﬂying and has become the icing on the top of my model ﬂying
career cake! There is absolutely no stress in sitting in the cockpit
of the Simulator, unlike when ﬂying a model when things turn ugly
and the dying chicken routine usually follows with the remains
going home in a bag!
We had a 3D Helicopter pilot in recently and his grin had to be
seen to be believed as he ﬂew the drop oﬀ from the cliﬀs at the
Grand Canyon.
There are a number of ﬂight experiences available, ranging from
casual, fun times for individuals and famiies, team building
exercises for workplaces and more detailed training for qualiﬁed
helicopter pilots.
Check out the NEST website for more details - www.nest.org.nz,
link up on facebook at northland.rescuehelicopter or contact
General Manager Vanessa Furze on 021 346013. Failing all
those options, just give me a call to ﬁnd out more - Don Barker,
027 6151585
If you happen to visit Northland make sure you come and
experience this great operation.

Don Barker

a must have tool

Electronic
Incidence
Meter

A few months ago Stan Mauger did an excellent article on
checking wing incidence. This article focuses on making jobs
like this much easier using a converted helicopter pitch angle
device.

1. The basic unit

Setting things like decelage and motor thrusts perfectly before
ﬂight is highly desirable. I now use this unit to set up all my
models – I don’t know how I used to manage before I had one.
Actually what used to happen was that models needed a lot
more trimming despite best eﬀorts to set up correctly and
occasionally disasters happened with stally glides. Ouch.
Although I ﬂy only Free Flight it’s equally as important in Control
Line and Radio to set up models properly before they have their
ﬁrst ﬂight. This ﬁnal step seems to be often neglected!
Using electronic levels is not a new thing. I saw John Harte using
one about ten years ago. It was quite a heavy unit however and
diﬃcult to use on light structures. Last year when I attended the
Free Flight events in Lost Hills I got to see the unit that F1B ace
Igor Vivchar uses to set up his models. He was using it to set up
diﬀerential wing incidence and decelage for diﬀerent parts of the
ﬂight. I really liked the idea that it had a remote zeroing switch so
you could zero the unit without touching it (and therefore moving
it). I thought “I can do that” and set about making one for myself.

2. Unscrewing the board

Materials needed are a helicopter blade pitch meter (several
brands available including TL90 and Turnigy, the latter being
more expensive but likely made in the same factory), thin wire,
carbon strip (I use 3x1mm) and a small push button momentary
switch. Fine soldering skills, very small screws and some
“Sugru” mouldable silicone are useful as well. My unit didn’t
come with batteries so you need two CR 2035s.
Start by cutting oﬀ the bottom of the pitch jig (picture 1) and then
unscrewing everything to open up the unit. Keep the V shaped
LE and TE holders as you can use them to jig for a symmetrical
section if you wish.

3. Zeroing switch on the right

Take the board out and turn it over (pictures 2, 3). Carefully desolder the right hand instantaneous switch and cut the strip of
three rubber buttons down to two. Solder ﬁne wires to make an
extension cord for the zeroing button and put a momentary
switch at the other end (picture 4). It’s important that the wires
are thin and ﬂexible to avoid moving the unit when zeroing.
Reassemble and put some Sugru in to pressure relieve the
wires (pictures 5, 6)
I now make an L bracket by epoxying two bits of carbon strip
together. I need the unit to be really light but if you’re not
concerned about this you could use anything straight. Maybe
you could just double sided tape the unit to box section
aluminium. The carbon strips on mine are about 160mm long
you might want them longer – they need to be longer than the
wing cord of widest wings you will measure. Sand the edges for
good adhesion and clean. Tape together over a right angle piece
then open up ﬂat and put slow epoxy in. Glad wrap the angle
piece, put the taped piece back in and clamp using another
angle piece after more Glad wrap (pictures 7, 8). Leave 24 hours

4. Extension cord and trimmed button

remove and clean oﬀ excess epoxy. I now take this angle piece
and glue and screw it to the bottom front edge of inclinometer
(Picture 9). The last thing to do is to put a piece of carbon strip into
the long plastic bottom of the inclinometer exactly parallel to the
angle bracket so the whole unit sits ﬂat. Before you do this block
sand away some of the plastic so the carbon strip will sit proud of
it. The strip is glued in place in a slot cut with a Junior saw blade
(picture 10) checking for ﬂatness on a milled surface – in this
case a metal spirit level (picture 11). Put the last screws back in
and you are ready to go.

remove and clean oﬀ excess epoxy. I now take this angle piece
and glue and screw it to the bottom front edge of inclinometer
(Picture 9). The last thing to do is to put a piece of carbon strip into
the long plastic bottom of the inclinometer exactly parallel to the
angle bracket so the whole unit sits ﬂat. Before you do this block
sand away some of the plastic so the carbon strip will sit proud of
it. The strip is glued in place in a slot cut with a Junior saw blade
(picture 10) checking for ﬂatness on a milled surface – in this
case a metal spirit level (picture 11). Put the last screws back in
and you are ready to go.
Now to use –Checking decelage is shown as an example. You
can just as easily check for warps, set up diﬀerential wing
incidence and check engine thrust lines.
5. Extension cord

Measure from your plan what the incidence should be. Turn the
model on its back and support it so it won’t move. Put the
incidence meter on the wing, turn it on and zero it using the
momentary button. Now just transfer to the tailplane and read oﬀ
the incidence (in this case 4.1 degrees). “Voila” (or Walla to those
who aren’t familiar with French)

6. “Sugru” silicone

Obviously it works best with a ﬂat bottom or under cambered
aerofoil but I use it on Low Drag Aerofoils using a correction
factor (the angle between lines drawn on the bottom of the
aerofoil and through the centre of the Leading Edge to Trailing
edge. If you have a symmetrical or semi symmetrical section use
the salvaged V pieces and scrap wood to jig something parallel to
the LE to TE line and measure it.
If ﬁne soldering and the like is beyond you or you don’t have time
to make one I can supply them ready to go. ($60 plus P & P)
Contact me on koerbinnz@gmail.com

7. and 8. Making the carbon angle piece

10. Cutting a slot for the carbon strip using a hacksaw blade

9. Drill and tap for 1mm screws – easy as

11. Setting the strip and unit all square

12. Ready to go

13. Measure the wing and transfer to the tail - Voila

GIRLS
IN A MOMENT OF SERIOUSNESS....
I often wonder what happens to the treasures of
a member when they either are no longer able
to use them or when sadly they pass away.
As a wife of a extremely devoted ﬂying man (by
this I mean there is a large shed full of planes,
plans, books and all sorts of bits and pieces) I do
not look forward to cleaning up this mess
(beloved though it is)
Whilst some people are very organised and have thought about
this (and made provisions), there are a lot of people who would
be faced with what would seen to be an insurmountable task at a
diﬃcult time..

I feel that an organisation like MFNZ might be able to
help out here with the following:
1. An initial contact person listed in the MFNZ
magazine.
2. An area/club person who is available to give
assistance/advice.
3/ A set agreement throughout NZ where items are
disposed of for the family. This would be handled by a
MFNZ approved person who would be paid a
percentage of the sale proﬁts.
This seems to me to be a sensible way to handle the
sale/disposal of said treasures. A Member could list this as what
they want in their will or a family could contact the MFNZ when
they require assistance.

I have heard of families building a big ﬁre and burning the lot!
How sad, but I can understand. Putting it all in the bin also
seems like a viable option when you are overwhelmed with grief.
And (as will happen) some families get ripped oﬀ by dishonest
people who prey on them when they are at their lowest.

I would like to think that Hubby’s treasures would be treated with
respect and either donated/given to others or disposed of in a
win/win situation.

n the latest AeroModeller (Feb 2016) the article by John
O’Donnell ask this same question as to what is going to happen
to his ’treasures’, will they be put in a skip bin?

I, as the devoted wife of a devoted ﬂying man, would feel so much
relief if I knew there was a trusted person who I could turn to for
advice or to assist with the disposal of my Hubby’s treasures.
What do you think...

Steph

The Legacy of ZR-AKH
Peter Duncan
On a recent afternoon there was a message on my voicemail to contact
the Watchhouse at the Wanaka Police Station. Our answering machine,
cheap and not up to much, records a scrambled message. I heard,
“box…Dad’s model aircraft bits…found on Aspiring Road,” and the
reason why I was contacted.
I drove back into town.
The Watchhouse Oﬃcer showed me a black cardboard container a little
bigger than a chocolate box. Inside were identiﬁable remnants of a model
aircraft—an intact silver rudder, the well crafted instrument panel and a
bit of cockpit detail, and two curled black and white photographs of the
original model—a Tiger Moth.
From the size of the rudder it may have had a wingspan of a little more
than a metre. Not much to go on if you were to locate the owner of the,
“Remnants of Dad’s Tiger Moth,” as handwritten on the box. Across the
top of the rudder where many full-size Tiger Moths carried their
registration were the letters ZK-AKH.
Once home, and assuming the bits were from a model of a full-size
aircraft, I looked up the New Zealand registry. AKH was missing. I typed
the registration into the computer. I was quite shocked at where it led me.
Back forty-one years ago at the Waimate Air Show on Easter Saturday
1975, a Tiger Moth took oﬀ from the grass strip, climbed and turned, and
came back toward the runway. A second silver Tiger followed in the low
afternoon sun. As the ﬁrst plane turned and sharply banked the second
closed in behind. A third aircraft approached the runway to land. The lead
Tiger, to maintain separation reversed the turn away from the ﬂight path.
The silver Tiger, still with its nose up from the initial climb out, followed.
Mid-turn it slowed, shuddered, and stalled. Falling nose ﬁrst with only 80
metres of air space below it straightened slightly then struck the ground
at an angle and burst into ﬂames. The pilot succumbed to the ﬁre. I
remembered reading the horrifying newspaper accounts. The record
showed the pilot was, JRG “Jack” Hanlon, of Dunedin.
I rang a retired pilot and model builder friend up north. Yes, he said, AKH
was Jack Hanlon’s Tiger Moth. My friend had ﬂown the plane in the early
sixties at the Otago Aero Club and reckoned Jack had bought it around
1968. He did not recall Jack building a model of his own plane but thought
it very likely. Jack was a proliﬁc model builder. It seemed he could turn
them out by the week when I knew him.
In the early ﬁfties in my ﬁrst two years of high school in Dunedin—using
the overworked phrase of today—Jack Hanlon was my role model. At the
local model aero club he lifted my interest in building and ﬂying model
planes into a passion that I have abandoned from time to time but never
quite forsaken.

In retirement I ﬁnd its addiction staving oﬀ the ravages
of mental and physical failings. It also keeps me looking
up. In my high school years it cost me dearly with
neglected study, daydreaming, and pocket money.
Replacing study with jobs around the house, little has
changed.
I owe much to JRG Hanlon, the structural engineer who
loved to ﬂy full-size and self-built model aircraft. I
learned from Jack that if you commit to something, have
a plan, think it through, work on it, and ﬁnd no problem
insurmountable. There is always someone to help you
work it out for yourself. Above all succumb to your
passion even if others think it trivial, and try to be the
best at it. In the inevitable mishap ﬁnd blame for failure
where it lies, not simply where you think it ought to be.
These lessons were not only good for those early years
spent building and ﬂying model aircraft, but also later,
for life itself.
If the almost half century old bits of model plane in the
black cardboard box were built by Jack, I trust they
return to his family. They are a worthy, if humble, legacy
of a true aviator whose passion for aircraft—both fullsize and models—inspired all of us to whom he was a
patient mentor.

WHATS
ON THE

WORKBENCH?
Jonathan Shorer

I bought the kit for the Legionnaire in 1985. I was on a bit
of a Flair kit spree at the time and had very much enjoyed
building and ﬂying the Magnatilla. So, I bought the
Puppeteer and Legionnaire kits as well.
The kit is a semi scale rendition of a Nieuport 17 and the box is
packed full of lovely balsa wood. I didn’t quite get around to
building the kit during that posting to Germany and so it was
packed up with my other aeromodelling stuﬀ when we moved
back to UK. Since I spent the next two years at sea
commanding an Army Landing craft, (but that’s another story) it
didn’t get built then either. Indeed it was to survive another ﬁve
house moves before arriving in New Zealand, still fully boxed
and only the plan taken out for a look over now and again.
Finally, this year, I decided that I should build the kit. It is a
delightful sesquiplane, which means that, unlike a biplane, the
lower wing is much smaller that the upper wing and although I
build a lot of electric planes, I decided to put a glow engine into
this, just for the noise. I was going to ﬁt an SC52 but seeing the
plan is designed around the OS 40 four stroke, I went with that
option. I had one of these engines sitting in a box for a while
having ﬁrst been ﬁtted to the Magnatilla, which had also seen an
HP 49VT bolted to the front but now has an electric motor.
Plenty of recycling goes on in my workshop! But as usual,
retirement sees me pressed for time and so I asked a fellow
Levin club member, Tony Taylor, to start the build, and in just a
couple of weeks he produced a beautifully made structure ready
for me to ﬁnish and install the gear.
Glancing up from the workbench in March, I saw that the picture
on the CAA calendar is of an earlier mark of Nieuport based in

New Zealand so that will provide the inspiration for the colour
scheme. Once I have completed the covering, the model will go
back to Tony for some detailing as he is a signwriter and paints as
well as he builds.
So, a well travelled kit, having been to Germany twice and 4
diﬀerent houses in UK before coming to New Zealand. If you’ve
got a model with a story to tell please share it with us. The next
magazine is due out in just a few short weeks!

68th
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24th - 28th March 2016
orer
Jonathan Sh

Carterton

2016

Nationals at Easter? What? This year MFNZ trialled the
National Championships at Clareville over the Easter weekend.
The vast majority of contestants at previous Nats had clearly
stated that they preferred not to have the event over Christmas
and that the weather in the Wairarapa would be more stable and
better for ﬂying in March. So, always the optimist, MFNZ
Council decided to mount the association’s premier event at this
time. Almost 100 competitors registered, so things looked
promising.
Day one. It looked like the gamble had back-ﬁred when the rain
set in and the wind started blowing. Several disciplines looked
for shelter in the Clareville hall or at the HQ at the A & P
Association Clareville domain. One SIG even decided to have
their AGM early while the heavy drizzle persisted. You guessed
it – while they were meeting, the weather cleared and the
afternoon events went ahead in the overcast, but ﬁne
conditions. IMAC got underway, as did Free Flight and control
line. Soaring also made a start once the weather cleared, but the
cloud ceiling was a little lower than they would have preferred.
Most SIGs completed their programmes with only a couple of
delays caused by the weather.
Day two dawned wet and windy again and morning events, such
as RC Scale, were wondering if they would get oﬀ the ground at
all. Frazer Briggs kindly ended IMAC a little early, so that one
and a half rounds of scale could take place. Other disciplines
also managed to get some ﬂying in, even if schedules were
adjusted slightly to make this happen, but a sunny afternoon
enabled some contests to carry on until 6pm.
By day three the sun emerged sheepishly from behind the
Wairarapa hills and things started to pick up pace. This was
certainly true of pylon which made the most of smaller than
usual ﬁelds to get a lot of rounds in. Free ﬂight was also hard at it
and one of the highlights of the Nationals – “Aggy”, did not
disappoint. A smaller ﬁeld than usual, just 13. But a good crowd
were entertained for 30 minutes of mayhem, carnage and heaps
of running. One competitor who seemed to spend more time
exercising his orange-soled trainers than others was Jarrod
Briggs who took out Aggregate for the ﬁrst time, and he was
closely followed by Suetonia Palmer in second place.
Soaring seemed to enjoy their new ﬁeld which is almost directly
behind the main buildings at Clareville camp ground. Because
the ﬁeld is more accessible than the old site past Greytown,
many people turned out to see soaring in action. The Radian
competition, with a ﬁeld of 19 was one of the largest
competitions at the Nats this year. There was some excitement
in this event because of the sheer number of identical aircraft in
the same place at the same time, but Watts Up Hobbies were on
hand to do a lively trade in spare parts and sent a spectator
home with a new Radian kit. The Nats hosted a Rotorcross

competition as an oﬃcial event for the ﬁrst time and proved that
an 80 metre triangle of land is quite enough space for some
exciting racing.
Sunday was summer! Out came the sun block, shorts and sun
glasses as Vintage continued at RC3 and Pattern aerobatics
took to the skies at RC1. The competition in this precision
discipline was palpable as talking was prohibited behind the
pilots box and judges. Perhaps the closest contested event at
the Nats this year, most ﬂew the latest Allures with electric
motors and large batteries. A very quiet class now, despite the
size of the models. A long tiring day, but hey, who is complaining
with weather like this! The ﬁnal day proved to be more relaxed as
it is the traditional “rain day” but only one Free Flight event had
had to be carried over. Soaring ran the F3K event on the Oval
and also did some ﬁlming work with Chris Jackson and Scott
Spooner as part of a video compilation of the Nats that is being
produced by Peter Hewson.
The Prizegiving dinner took place in the Vintage Car Club rooms
and we were treated to an excellent meal followed by the award
of the SIG Champions and overall Champions Trophies. Many
of the competitors chose not to attend this function as the call
back to work and family took precedence. We have some ideas
for further improving this aspect of the Nats and will be
discussing them later in the year. So, records were broken, all
programs were completed and a great time was had by all whom
attended. We’ve proved that the weather can be great for ﬂying
in the Wairarapa in late March, but even with the Easter break,
time oﬀ can be an issue for some people.
A special thankyou to the oﬃce staﬀ, Des Richards, Peter
Hancox and Yen, and Phil Eldridge. To Avetek, Watts Up and JR
Airsail for donating raﬄe prizes and to Wairarapa MAC for ﬁeld
preparation.
Provisionally, we will be back to Waharoa next year, 3-7
January. See you there!
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15
1
2
3

Catapult Launch Glider
Paul Lagan
Graham Lovejoy
Des Richards

360
352
302

35
1
2
3

Vintage RC 1-2E Texaco
Keith Trillo
Scott Bernard
Rex Anderson

3188
2805
2715

16
1
2
3

Open Power
Rex Bain
Rex Anderson
Dalziel Richard

472
434
351

36
1
2
3

Vintage RC A Texaco
Allan Knox
John Butcher
Charles Warren

3169
3121
2615

1
1
2
3

FAI Combined
Paul Squires
Paul Lagan
Robert Wallace

831
787
767

18
1
2
3

Kennedy Precision
Phil Corﬁeld
Scott Bernard
Daniel Munro

256
239
169

37
1
2
3

Vintage RC E Texaco
David Crook
Allan Knox
John Butcher

1860
1832
1658

2
1
2
3

Classic A2 Glider
Allan Knox
Rex Anderson
Dalziel Richard

595
502
362

19
1
2
3

Vintage FF Catapult Glider
Des Richards
John Selby
John Butcher

288
207
191

38
1
2
3

Vintage RC Open Texaco
Scott Bernard
Allan Knox
John Butcher

1760
923
915

3
1
2
3

Coupe d'Hiver
Paul Lagan
Graham Lovejoy
Paul Squires

360
347
314

22
1
2
3

Nos FF Power Duration
Rex Bain
Scott Bernard
Rex Anderson

540
469
139

39
1
2
3

Vintage RC E Rubber Texaco
Keith Trillo
John Butcher
Doug Baunton

2563
2471
1446

4
1
2
3

Open Glider
Robert Wallace
Dalziel Richard
Rex Anderson

392
279
249

23
1
2
3

Vintage FF Glider Duration
Rex Anderson
Stephen Wade
Stewart Cox

331
195
186

40
1
2
3

Classical RC E Duration
Scott Bernard
john warner
Don Mossop

764
729
600

5
1
2
3

Hand launched Glider
Allan Knox
Andrew Robinson
Robert Wallace

137
136
126

24
1
2
3

Small Nos Vintage Power Duration
Scott Bernard
353
Rex Bain
334
John Butcher
164

42
1
2
2

Slow Combat
Bryce Gibson
Robert Wallace
David Thornley

WWWW
WLWL
WWLL

6
1
2
3

P30
Paul Squires
Graham Lovejoy
Paul Lagan

318
267
54

25
1
2
3

Nos Rubber Duration Vintage
W H McGarvey
540
Scott Bernard
525
Paul Squires
525

45
1
2
3

Percentage Speed
Carl Lickfold
97
Andrew Robinson 90
Brendan Robinson 85

8
1
2
3

Aggregate
Jarrod Briggs 620
Suetonia Palmer 574
Rex Anderson 513

26
1
2
3

Nos FF Glider Duration
Stewart Cox
Scott Bernard
Rex Anderson

398
322
295

46
1
2
3

Sportsman-Classic Aerobatics
Daniel Munro
678
Phil Corﬁeld
606
David Thornley
548

9
1
2
3

Open Rubber
Bryce Gibson
Paul Squires
W H McGarvey

540
530
473

27
1
2
3

Vintage FF Precision
Scott Bernard
Charles Warren
John Selby

270
246
176

47
1
2
3

FAI F2B Aerobatics
Loren Nell
Daniel Munro
Robert Wallace

2276
1794
1592

10
1
2
3

Tip Launch Glider
Paul Lagan
Allan Baker
Robert Wallace

354
187
145

29
1
2
3

Vintage RC Precision
Don Mossop
Allan Knox
David Crook

799
797
793

53
1
2
3

Premier Duration (Class C)
Joe Wurts
Kevin Botherway
John Shaw

5000
4996
4986

11
1
2
3

Kiwi Power
Rex Bain
Rex Anderson
Scott Bernard

671
563
545

30
1
2
3

Vintage RC IC Duration
Scott Bernard
John Butcher
David Thornley

1227
1080
780

54
1
2
3

FAI F3J
John Shaw
Joe Wurts
Len Drabble

4000
3996
3982

12
1
2
3

Indoor HLG
Robert Wallace
Graham Lovejoy
Des Richards

44
42
21

32
1
2
3

Classical Precision
Graham R Main
Don Mossop
Scott Bernard

573
563
480

55 ALES 200 (Class N)
1 Peter Williams
2 Joe Wurts
3 Scott Benjamin

3965
3916
3684

13
1
2
3

Hangar Rat
Keith Trillo
Richard Bould
Stephen Wade

227
185
166

33
1
2
3

Vintage RC E Duration
Don Mossop
Scott Bernard
John Butcher 902

56
1
2
3

ALES Radian (Class P)
Joe Wurts
John Shaw
Kevin Botherway

2996
2989
2987

14
1
2
3

A1 Glider
Robert Wallace
Bryce Gibson
Rex Anderson

600
429
320

34
1
2
3

Vintage RC 1-2A Texaco
John Butcher
Scott Bernard
Allan Baker

57
1
2
3

FAI F5J
Joe Wurts
Kevin Botherway
Len Drabble

3983
3751
3681

924
915

2290
2277
1494

278.42 km/hr
316.34 km/hr
300.75 km/hr

Final Results
58
1
2
3

FAI F3B
Joe Wurts
Len Drabble
Kevin Botherway

5915
5275
5134

59
1
2
3

FAI F3K
Joe Wurts
Peter Williams
Kevin Botherway

6000
5998
5915

60 FAI F4A Power Scale
1 Stan Mauger

1297

61 Outdoor Rubber Scale
1 Stan Mauger
2 Gwyn Avenell

1150
1115

62
1
2
3

Kit Scale
Richard Bould
Stan Mauger
Suetonia Palmer

64
1
2
3

Indoor Open Rubber Scale
Graham Lovejoy
Stan Mauger
Richard Bould

991
925
726

65
1
2
3

Peanut Scale
Keith Trillo
Stephen Wade
Graham Lovejoy

45
41
30

66
1
2
3

Indoor Kit Scale
Graham Lovejoy
Richard Bould
Keith Trillo

94
89
81

68
1
2
3

Sportsman Pylon
Stephen Collins
Jarrod Briggs
Andrew Palmer

69
1
2
3

Quickee 500 Sport
Ross Craighead
Stephen Collins
Jarrod Briggs

417
420
421

70
1
2
3

Quickee 500 Expert
Frazer Briggs (NZ Record)
John Danks
Ross Craighead

297
306
315

81
1
2
3

F3A
Ross Craighead
Frazer Briggs
Andrew Palmer

3000
2943
2908

Champion Modeller
1 Bernard Scott
2 John Butcher
3 Rex Anderson

124
110
101

Champion modeller Junior
1 Jarrod Briggs
2 Josh Warner
3 Daniel Warner

44
13
12

82 Novice Scale
1 David Thornley
2 Phil Corﬁeld

2856
913

83
1
2
3

Intermediate Scale
Andrew Palmer
Jarrod Briggs
Mike Briggs

5015
4656
4097

Champ of Champs
1 Allan Knox
2 Rex Anderson
3 Keith Trillo

50
48
47

84
1
2
3

Classic Scale
Brian Borland
Gwyn Avenell
Frazer Briggs

6691
5725
4892

Champ of Champs Junior
1 Jarrod Briggs
2 Josh Warner
3 Daniel Warner

44
13
12

Champion Club
1 Hamilton MAC
2 Wellington MAC
3 Model Flying Hawkes Bay

437
346
207

SIG CHAMPIONS
Free Flight Champ
Rob Wallace

51

Vintage Champ
Bernard Scott

109

Control Line Champ
Rob Wallace

18

Soaring Champ
Joe Wurts

68

FF/CL Scale Champ
Ricky Bould

24

Pylon Champ
Ross Craighead/S. Collins

16

Aerobatics Champ
Frazer Briggs

10

Scale Champ
Brian Borland/Andrew Palmer

8

128
101
81

397
415
440

Champion Modeller is calculated from the total
number of points accrued in all events entered.

72 F3D
1 Tom Wetherill
2 John Danks

418
438

Champion of Champions is calculated from the
best three scores in events in each SIG
grouping.

74 Basic IMAC
1 Stephen Collins

6000

75
1
2
3

Sportsman IMAC
John Danks
Mike Briggs
Kerry Nichols

SIG Champion is calculated from the total
number of points accrued in a single SIG
group.

4878
4718
4707

78
1
2
3

Unlimited IMAC
Frazer Briggs
Jarrod Briggs
Andrew Palmer

5000
4195
3317

80
1
2
3

Advanced Aerobatics
John Danks
Stiver A.
Gwyn Avenell

3000
2697
2687
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Champion Club is calculated from the total
number of points accrued by all competitors
who have nominated that club as the recipient
of their points.
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Recording Officer Report
This year’s Nationals are now over and for me a time to reﬂect. I
managed to ﬂy 4 of the 5 events I entered and enjoy the company
of many old and new friends.
The support at HQ was excellent. I believe we made a smooth
eﬃcient group with Jonathan, Peter and Phil providing all manner
of help and Gill ensuring we stayed “ﬁt to function”, her Prize
Giving award was well deserved. I wish to thank Phil Eldridge,
our IT guru, for his rapid response to issues and a level of support
to me that was way above what one could expect. THANK YOU
PHIL.
Rex Bain has called these the “Happy Nat’s” and I fully support
this description, it sums them up well. Rather than a list of
everyone’s placings, most of which are on Facebook and the net,
I are covering only the main awards.
Free Flight was hard fought with Rex Anderson just piping
Richard Dalziel for top spot. This was Richard’s ﬁrst ﬂights since
his return to the hobby following a few years away.

A shot of the room with Kev (Rowdy) competition Manager delivering a
thank you speech.

Control Line was taken out by a new competitor from Gore,
Daniel Munro, with Loren Neil as Runner Up. A fantastic eﬀort
Daniel – well done that man.
Vintage Champ was John Butcher with Bernard Scott as Runner
Up. John ﬂew 13 events and Bernard 18. I don’t know how they
ﬁnd the energy for to complete so many entries.
Soaring Champ went to Joe Wurts with Kevin Botherway
(Rowdy) the Runner Up. Both ﬂew 7 events over the 5 days.
Scale Free Flight and Control Line went to Stan Mauger with
Graham Lovejoy and Gwyn Avenell as joint Runners Up. I was
honoured to judge 3 of the classes and thoroughly enjoyed doing
so. Thanks to you all.

Frazer Briggs receiving the RC Aerobatic Cup

RC Scale saw Brian Borland triumph with Gwyn Avenell taking
the Runner Up position.
RC Pylon had Andrew Palmer victorious with Stephen Collins
close behind.
RC Scale IMAC saw a win to Stephen Collins with Frazer Briggs
hot on his heals.
RC Aerobatics – Pattern had Ross Craighead in the lead with
john Danks chasing hard for Runner Up.
Bernard Scott and the Champion Club Trophy - Go Hamilton MAC

Hamilton took Champion Club with Wellington MAC in the
number 2 slot. The top six clubs all had over 100 points, with
Model Flying Hawkes Bay, Tuakau MAC, Auckland MAC and
Feilding Model Flying Circle Filling the next 4 spots.
Champion Modeller was a contest between Bernard Scott and
John Butcher with Bernard being the victor.
The Champ of Champs award went to Allan Knox, with Rex
Anderson as Runner Up.
I think Allan said this was either his ﬁrst Nationals in 36 years or
the ﬁrst time he had ﬂown Chucky in 36 years. Sorry Allan, my
memory aint what it was, but a great eﬀort and well deserved win.

Bernard Scott receiving his Champion Modeller Award

I now need to regroup and look forward to the 2017 event, which
is probably going to be back in the north at Matamata – Piako
from January 3 till 8. See you all there.
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A perfect day for pylon on Saturday, March 23rd. With
overcast skies and very little wind we were underway
with the ﬁrst heat of Quickie 500 Sport around 10 am.
It was evident right from the start that everyone was
pushing the boundaries with plenty of cuts in the initial
rounds, things settled down from there on with steady
conservative racing along with the knowledge that
any more cuts will show in the ﬁnal scores.
Experience showed in the end with Ross Craighead,
along with Noeline's calling, taking the win followed by
Stephen Collins and Jarrod Briggs. Only 0.36
seconds separating these two.
Q500 Expert had four entries with some good close racing.
Times in this class were also down from recent events but
the competitive spirit was still there. The exception to the
rule was Frazer Briggs who took top honours while also
breaking a NZ record by over 2 seconds, well done Bogen.
John Danks second followed by Ross & Noeline
Craighead.
Sportsman was run in conjunction with F3D with three
entries. Some of the competitors used their Q500 Sport
models for Sportsman by only changing the fuel (No nitro FAI
fuel for this class), with a slight mixture change they were
doing faster race times with this fuel proving you don't need
nitro to go fast. Stephen Collins took the win followed by
Jarrod Briggs and Andrew Palmer.
F3D with only two entries was really a test run for us, with Tom
Wetherill traveling all the way from Melbourne Australia for
this one event shows commitment. We had some good close
racing there with Tom taking it away.
A very good Nats for us with no incidents all day, the sun came
through by early afternoon and jackets were oﬀ. A great team
of helpers turned up, too many to name but you know who you
are, many thanks indeed. Looking around during the day saw
lots of people there for a look, they all were enjoying
themselves, hopefully we will get some extra interest from this
over the coming months.

Above: Frazer & Jarrod Briggs after their record breaking Q500 Expert race
Below: The smiling faces say it all. Some of the competitors and helpers
after the racing.
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A wise man once said “If it wasn't for the last
minute, nothing would ever get done”.
Entries for the M.F.N.Z. Nationals in Carterton closed on
Sunday, 13th March so franticly, in the evening of the before
mentioned day, Bruce McKay and I put in our entries for a couple
of events that we would be able to take our “Radians” to and
compete. The Class – N event, A.L.E.S. 200, a 30 second motor
run with a 10 minute duration ﬂight to follow. “Spot landing”
points available on coming down and scored by the
“Normalized” (not raw score) system. The other event was the
one that our club members would be more familiar with being the
Class – P all foam, 2 metre, electric glider that we run every
month at the ﬁeld.
I had been toying with entering into the F3K (discus launch
glider) but seeing (at the time of writing this extract, Monday
21st, March, 4 days before nationals start) the glider that Wayne
Bilham had kindly given me was still sitting on my work bench
with a broken tail plane, I could not see myself doing this event in
7 days time. Then again, this could be another one of those “last
minute” moments and we have organized a ﬁx session for
tonight. After spending a couple of hours around at Wayne’s (a
man who I am very grateful to for both giving me this opportunity
and for the things that he has helped me ﬁx when I have broken
them) we ﬁnally had the tail riser in place. All that has to be done
now is to take it for a test ﬂight and do the ﬁnal last bits of
trimming tomorrow night seeing it is now 9:30pm and way too
late and dark to be doing things like that.
Good Friday, the day before Bruce McKay and I head oﬀ to
Carterton to compete in our ﬁrst national event and I ﬁnally get
around to going down to Victoria Park, Feilding this morning and
throwing the D.L.G. in the air. The test ﬂights went fairly well but I
feel there is still a little ﬁne tuning to be done. “I need to have a
little up trim dialled in to obtain level ﬂight. Does that mean I
have to put the nose of the tail up or down? If I need to get the
plane to pitch up to ﬂy straight that means it is being forced down.
If it is being forced down that means that the nose of the tail is up
so I have to bring it down. Is that right I’ll leave it until Sunday out
at the ﬁeld. Hopefully Wayne is there to give me guidance. If not
I suppose I’ll just have to work it out myself on Sunday afternoon,
12 hours before I need it). Thank GOD for the “last minute”.
5:45am Easter Saturday and Bruce has turned up at my place.
We promptly throw my Radian and ﬂying box in the back of the
Nissan, LaFesta and we’re oﬀ. BRING ON THE 68TH,
M.F.N.Z. NATIONALS.

First stop; the rose bowl bakery in Feilding please. Time for a
good old hearty sausage roll for breakfast and something for
lunch as well. “Do you think it will be open at this time of the
morning”? Bruce asks. “Of course it will, they’re usually open at
like 4.30 in the morning”…CLOSED. Oh well, I didn’t get to 68kg
by eating sausage rolls at 6 o’clock in the morning, I guess I’ll
have to wait.
As we start to go through the Manawatu Gorge there is a slight
hint of moisture on the windscreen and Bruce gives the wipers a
quick swipe to remove it. A minute or so later and he’s doing it
again, this isn’t a good look. By the time we get through the Gorge
into Woodville the wipers are quite comfortable on their
“intermittent” setting. With a fair amount of moisture on the road
and mist coming oﬀ the tires I am thinking this could be a very
quick round trip drive to central Wairarapa. With conﬁdence I say
“Don’t worry, you can almost guarantee that it will be like this all
the way to Mount Bruce but by the time we’re over the other side it
will be all gone”. The “almost” part of that comment is what was
going to save me from total embarrassment in about half an hour.
We get to the other side of Mount Bruce and it is still very grey and
not looking that great for a soaring contest.
7:45 and we arrive at the Clairville showground, just North of
Carterton. After initially going through the wrong gate and almost
entering into the local dog trial event, we ﬁnally get it right and
make our way up the ramp to H.Q. After checking in and ﬁlling out
the appropriate paperwork, Bruce and I are oﬀ to the ﬂying site,
literally just over the rail tracks from the show grounds. The
instructions were, turn right over the track and just keep driving
down the track, when you think you have gone too far, just keep
driving. Follow the red arrows. We head on our way and after
about 3 km of track we get to a ﬁeld with a porta loo in one corner
but no one else in it, this must be it.
A.L.E.S. 200. Class- N
We both look at the sky and think that there is no way that we are
going to be ﬂying in this and if we do it will be a straight up and
down ﬂight. The cloud looks as though it is less than 200 meters
AGL so that in itself is the ﬁrst problem and there is deﬁnitely the
feel of moisture in the air but within 20 minutes the ﬁeld is full of
contestants and everyone starts getting their multitude of gliders
from the back of their cars. Bruce and I are there looking at our 1
model each thinking to ourselves “we are way out of our league”.
With Joe Wurtz, John Shaw and Kevin Botherway (The world
gold medal team) on both sides of us we reside ourselves to just
having a laugh and getting to know our fellow ﬂyers.
By 9 am (in conditions that you would not really think were ﬂyable)
we had started our ﬁrst contest, Class – N, A.L.E.S. 200. A 30

second motor run or 200 meters followed by a 10 minute ﬂight
with “spot” landing points. We broke into 3 groups of 4 and
proceeded to complete 3 rounds. Everyone got to ﬂy against
everyone else, one minute Bruce and I were ﬂying together like
any given Sunday out at the ﬁeld and next we were ﬂying with
the current world champion. By lunchtime all 3 rounds had been
ﬂown and no casualties had been recorded. All in all it was an
enjoyable day with Bruce and I being able to easily get to (or
pretty close to) the 10 minute target and more than happy (even
though we had no idea of how we had done) with how we had
ﬂown in the conditions that we had and considering the people
we were ﬂying against.
A.L.E.S. Radian, Class - P
After a quick bite of lunch and we were into the afternoons
competition which was a combined Class – P (A.L.E.S. Radian)
and F5J event. With the skies slowly clearing but deﬁnitely still
more cloud than blue sky about 25 radian ﬂyers were all paired
up and told that we had 30 minutes to complete our ﬁrst ﬂight.
Bruce and I paired up and set about doing the best we could.
We both made target for our ﬁrst 2 ﬂights but we also both did
horribly on our 3rd and ﬁnal ﬂight with only just making to the half
way point of our 7 minute target. Oh well. Good experience and
good to see what happens in F5J ﬂying.
All up, last down.
The last ﬂight for the day (this is where things get interesting, for
me anyway) is to be a “all up, last down”, 15 second motor run
(about 100 meters) with a maximum of 10 minute ﬂight. 100
metres? Going to be straight up and down I think. Both Bruce
and I, along with 20 other planes, managed to climb out to really
good height. With all these planes in the air it was a real test of
concentration to keep your eyes on your plane and to make sure
that you did not end up ﬂying someone else’s glider. I thought I
would try and stick it out with the big boys (bad idea) and see
how high I could get. So I got to the point where the nose of my
Radian went down and being at that angle it made it very hard to
see, I lost sight of my model. In the words of Homer
Simpson.....DOH! After a couple of minutes with comments like
“someone’s lost their plane”, someone’s in a death spiral”,
“plane going down behind the trees”, Bruce came up to me and
said that everyone else had sights on their models, it was time to

put my transmitter down
and stop trying to “ﬂy a
cloud” and lets go for a
walk, “sigh”. Transmitter
down and tail between my
legs we set oﬀ across the
ﬁeld.....and the next
one.....to the far side of the
following one. By this time
it was only me (Bruce had
stayed at the last fence)
with my thoughts....”it

might have come down ok”.....”it’s going to be OK”, “sigh” From a
distance I spot some foam and by the time I get over there I
realize....”it’s not ok”. Tail boom snapped, spar ripped out of
wing, nose cone oﬀ and fuse in 2 other pieces, LiPo crumpled
(but not shorted, thankfully), E S C smashed, canopy
smashed.........I’m going to stop now, bad memories. This
incident deﬁnitely was not the way I wanted to end the day.
Apart from my mishap, we both had a fantastic time. We loaded
everything back into the Lafesta and we were on our way back
home around 4:30pm and back in Feilding just after 6pm. We
unloaded my things and Bruce made his way home. I brought
everything inside and put all my broken pieces on the kitchen
table to see if in some small way there was going to be anyway
that I could get my radian back together for tomorrows club
Radian day.....Your kidding yourself Scottie, wheelie bin here it
comes.
Another last minute
Sunday morning out at the club airﬁeld and Wayne and I are
working though the ﬁnal tweek that is needed from my test ﬂying
on Good Friday. So, the front of the tail needs to be lifted a little. I
had said to Wayne that I had some sand paper thinking that we
could use it to sand down the tail riser to do the trimming, wrong?
Wayne told me to tear oﬀ a small piece of sandpaper, unscrew
the tail plane slightly and put the piece of sandpaper under the
leading edge of it....real #8 wire stuﬀ. We gave it a few test throws
but then found that it had a horrible tendency to pull to the left on
launch. The servo horn had come loose in the rudder so now I am
going to have to glue it back in place before any more trimming
can be done. The call went out to the dozen ﬂyers at the
Aeroneers ﬁeld, “does anyone have some C.A.?”... nobody. So I
will have to wait until I get home, by that time Wayne will be a
Harrisville pushing sprint cars around the track so I will be on my
own. 2:15pm Sunday afternoon, the afternoon before I need to
use the plane, also just before Ayleen and I are to go out to a BBQ
for the night and I ﬁnally get around to throwing it in the air. It’s
pretty good, good enough for me to go back down to the nationals
tomorrow and give it a go anyway.
F3K (Discuss launch glider)
Easter Monday and back up at the crack of dawn. Flying solo this
time so I throw my gear in the car. Back past the Rose Bowl for a
sausage roll, still closed so I carry on. Groundhog day, by the time
I get through the Gorge it is looking very grey and as I look south
the hills disappear into
what looks like rain or very
low cloud. I stop and check
the Nats. Facebook page
and it says (25 minutes
ago) good day for DLG,

weathers brilliant, should be awesome. ?? Get to the brewery
and the wipers a ﬁxed in the ﬁrst stage and I am thinking to
myself, no they said it was good down there just keep going. At
Eketahuna I could see a glimmer of hope on the southern
horizon and thought to myself could this be one of those 9 out of
10 moments when you get over mount Bruce and everything
clears up,. Quarter of an hour later, just south of Mount Bruce
and there's not a cloud in the sky, amazing, you actually would
not believe it was the same day.
The contest is due to start at 8:30am and I pull in the gate at
8:25am (too busy taking photos, LOL) another one of those “last
minute moments”. I make my way over to the bowl and start
getting my model ready. Again, just like Saturday, I am
surrounded by world class ﬂyers with their 6 models each but I
am just here to have some fun and network. Not really having
much of an idea on what I was doing I had to take lead from
others but everyone was more than willing to help. The contest
was set from 8:30am – 2:30pm with 10 tasks due to be run. With
the forecast for it to blow up in the afternoon, it was suggested
that it might get called by lunchtime but that will be decided as we
go on. Lunchtime came and went and after a quick 15 minute
break we were into the afternoon session with 3 more tasks to
go. The wind deﬁnitely got up and my lite model with no ballast
started to ﬁnd it very hard to get any penetration but I still did the
best I could. Because of not wanting to go over time, the contest
got called at 2:15pm with still 1 task left to do. Again, I had
another very enjoyable event while learning a huge amount
because of the willingness of others (even world champs) to
pass on knowledge, tips, things to be aware of and to look for.
Finishing on a high.
It was said that I should stick around for the S.I.G. Prize giving
which was going to be at David James' caravan about 4:30pm; it
was now 2:30pm. “I've got a 2 hour drive home so I don’t think I
will”, “I think you should” was the reply from a couple of people. I
ended up driving out the gate an heading towards home but only
a couple of hundred metres down the road I thought no, I will
stick around. About 10 minutes later I got a call from David
James asking where I was as they wanted to get the
presentations started. I’m glad I stuck around now seeing it was
only 3pm. Over to the caravan I wondered and admired the array
of trophies on the make shift table, Joes glider box. They went
through a couple of classes that had been run on the ﬁrst day
(Thursday) and then it came to the Saturday events that Bruce
and I had been involved in. “A.L.E.S. 200, Class – P, third place,
Scott Benjamin”. “WHAT!?, are you serious” was my reaction.
Considering the company Bruce and I had ﬂown with on that day
I was blown away. This made the ﬁnal moments of Saturday (me
writing oﬀ my Radian) seem like a distant memory. After saying
thanks to everyone for their support and guidance, holding my
3rd place cert and trophy and with the biggest smile on my face, I
got back in the car and started my trip home. WOW.
This was the best time ever and I would highly recommend it to
anyone, no matter what level you’re at. It’s somewhere you can
go to talk and listen to a huge amount of knowledge that these
guys are more than willing to share with whoever asks. I went
there with the expectation of these events being very strict,
stressful and highly strung. Expectations bring disappointment
and I am glad to say, I was disappointed. This group of world
class ﬂyers are the most down to earth people you will ever meet
which in itself made the 2 days I spent with them so enjoyable.
Thank you for a great time fellow ﬂyers, I will be back with my
new “chilly bin” next year to do it all again, but better
– Scott B.
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GRASS MEET

5th March 2016

Dan Walker

Whangarei

This years event was held in near perfect conditions at the
Whangarei Model Aircraft club's Portland site oﬀ McGill Road.
Scheduled for only one day this year, events were, round 4 of the
North Island Stunt Series - F2B and Sportsman aerobatics,
lunch, Phantom and Slow Goodyear.
F2B aerobatics kicked oﬀ a little after 10am with the ﬁve entrants
completing two rounds before lunch in conditions that attracted a
complaint of not enough wind! A break to give the judges a
respite from the sun allowed some sport ﬂying and testing of
models by those who had ventured north for the day.
Lunch followed and is deservedly mentioned in the list of events
as was the highlight again for most. With thanks to Michelle
Webby we were all treated to a menu of fresh salads, veges, fruit
and baking to accompany the sausages from the BBQ. A
fantastic way to gather and catch up with one another.
After lunch saw the ﬁnal round of F2B ﬂown with the assistance
of a breeze that had built (coincidence?). Sportsman followed
and while only had one entry, Gerald treated us to a rare
demonstration of a control line twin. Powered by a pair of OS
.15s his twin Showman began strongly on both motors and still
managed to complete the schedule on only one.
Phantom followed attracting three entries. For less stress, three
two up heats were raced giving all a chance to compete against
each other. A few spills but no major damage. Low tech but high
fun.
Slow Goodyear rounded oﬀ the day and with limited numbers to
make up teams and timers it was decided keep with the two up
heats. A great surface for grass racing, it was almost like ﬂying oﬀ
tarmac. Thanks to Andrew Robinson who seemed to come to the
rescue for just about everyone to ensure models made it to the
starting line.
Many thanks to everyone who helped out over the weekend
particularly Karen Barnes, Gus Knapp and Steve Biggins for
judging. Final thanks to all who attended, it was great to see you
all.
Don't forget we meet at the Portland circle the ﬁrst Sunday of the
month (ﬂyable weather). All welcome

Rob Wallace

BACK IN THE

Lost Hills California has its own World Class Free Flight site and
is a Mecca for Free Flight Flyers wanting to ﬂy anything from
serious World Cup FAI events to Vintage to Hand Launch
Gliders.
Antony Koerbin and myself made the pilgrimage in February
2016 with the draw card being 3 World Cup events plus mini
classes and also for me to do some Catapult Launch Glider
Flying. The CLG event was actually a bit tricky for me as my
model box is built for Hi tech F1A models and my CLG models
suﬀered a lot of Hangar Rash getting there. Thank God for
Cyano.

Lost Hills 2016 097 Rob Wallace and Antony Koerbin with F1A's

The ﬁeld is very ﬂat and last year was pretty well just dirt on top
as there had been heavy earth moving machinery over it
scraping all the tumbleweed and rubbish oﬀ. This year a storm
had been through just prior to arrival and the ﬁeld was quite
green. One has to be still cautious of what lives underground
there, typically the odd rattlesnake and Tarantulas. February
being the end of winter they were hibernating and none were
seen. The weather for the whole 2 weeks was absolutely
fantastic. It was actually too calm at times. Beautiful trimming
weather and plenty of opportunity for test ﬂying which a lot of
people made time to do.
The ﬁrst contest was the Kiwi Cup run by Roger Morrell, Lindy
Murrell and a team of helpers.Antony and I were ﬂying F1A and
we both made the 4 minute ﬁrst round max. I dropped one ﬂight
in the rounds but Antony made it to the ﬂyoﬀs and did well using
his M&K LDA models. He eventually came 11th. If you drop any
time in the rounds then you are toast and I dropped only a few
seconds in 1 round to come somewhere way down the
scoreboard but at least I wasn’t last. In F1H I was using a model I
had just bought oﬀ Lee Hines made by my Russian friend Mikhail
Kozonoshkin and it ﬂew reasonably well but again I dropped a
round. The ﬁrst round had a 2 minute max but we were told to
time the model to the ground and record it as that would be used
to ﬁnd a winner at the end and it worked well to save a lot of
ﬂyoﬀs later in the day. We ﬁnished the rounds and went back to
the Accomodation missing the prizegiving. This time we were at
Days Inn compared to last year when we stayed at Motel 6. The
price was dearer but the rooms were nicer and we could get a
good breakfast there including cereal, coﬀee, doughnuts, toast,
plus they had a waﬄe maker which got a good thrashing. We
grabbed a couple of doughnuts plus some good California
Oranges to take out for our lunches.
The next contest was the Canada Cup and both Antony and I
dropped only a few seconds to not make the ﬂyoﬀ. We helped in
the ﬂyoﬀs timekeeping as in all classes F1A, F1B, F1C there
were a good 50% of entrants making the ﬂyoﬀs and so having
enough timekeepers at these contests is a major issue. I do ﬁnd
by helping with the timekeeping I make a lot of new friends in the
other disciplines as well and it is a good atmosphere. During the
trip I didn’t take too many photos as we were fairly busy trying to
ﬂy ourselves or were helping others but during ﬂyoﬀs the camera
would come out quickly and it is good to get the photos of the

Lost Hills 2016 044 A beautiful classic glider from Bosnia Hertzegonia

Rob Wallace and Antony Koerbin with a Japanese ﬂyer, Phil Mitchell and
Kathy Burford from Australia and a 17 year old Chinese Flyer in F1A

facial expressions of the likes of the F1B guys who are winding
frantically to get every ounce of torque out of there rubber to get
that extra bit in the ﬂyoﬀ.
In the supporting events I ﬂew some Catapult Launch Glider with
the Gurus of this class namely Stan Buddenbohlm, Ralf Ray and
Lee Hines. I even managed to sell my sun Hat to Stan as I had
the only wide brim Fluoro Hat in the whole place that would ﬁt
him and I had a spare. These guys are seriously good in CLG
and Tip Launch and a couple of times in F1A I saw their models
in a good thermal heading my way so would scab oﬀ them and
launch into some real good air. Their max is 2 minutes and if you
obtain 3 maxes in 6 ﬂights then the next score after is the decider
for placings etc. I didn’t have good enough models to keep up
with these guys but by listening to their lessons last time I did
improve my own scores. I had built one of Stans kits which are
really high quality wood and well thought out to the ﬁnest detail
but it broke just prior to the contest so used a model Kaos 2 that
Dave Ackery had given to me as gift a while back.
The Last World Cup event was the Maxmen Contest which was
well run by Bill Booth and Co and we were eager to make the
ﬂyoﬀ but frustratingly dropped by only 2 seconds to come about
36th. Du”oh! Antony had maxed out but this time time keepers
had to pick a card at random to see who they were timing and I
got Jes Nyhegen who was at the other end of the ﬂightline so
didn’t see how Antony got on. One person actually managed to
run ﬂat out up to the top of one of the nearby Gypsom Hills to
make the 6 minute ﬂyoﬀ. It was a daring and risky idea but
obviously paid oﬀ.
Again we didn’t get to the prizegiving as we had both contracted
a cold that was going around and wouldn’t have been good
company anyway.
The next morning we heard that there was going to be a wedding
on the ﬁeld which is not the ﬁrst time this has happened there but
it was a joy to see. Janna Van Nest is an ordained Minister so
she did the ceremony and the ﬂyers and a dog or two got to be
the guests. Dick Myers is 82 and Betty Davis is now his bride. We
had her on about keeping her Maiden name being such a
famous name. It was a hoot to be part of it all and so we had
Champagne and wedding cake prior to ﬂying F1H.
I ﬂew F1H and the wind had picked up and considered myself
lucky to have maxed at least 3 of the ﬂights. On the 5th round the
launch went to custard and I looped to drop badly, ending the
ﬂying for this trip. We headed oﬀ back to pack for the trip home as
we were pretty exhausted and the colds weren’t helping.

Schoolchildren from Lost Hills had a building and ﬂying session with
catapult models with some very professional help. A tremendous
success.

An on ﬁeld wedding oﬃciated by Janna Van Nest for Dick Myers and
Betty Davis. They are about 82 years old. Even the dog was invited

.

Antony and I had a major run in with Alamo car rental where they
ripped us oﬀ by about US$400. My advice to anyone renting a
car from them or others is to do your homework and check all the
facts and ﬁgures and what your insurances cover before you go.
We had decided to do an upgrade and when we did that is when
they ripped us oﬀ, even though we haggled initially over the
price.
Overall it was a fantastic trip and I sincerely hope to return next
year and may try doing the camper van thing as their camper
vans are well kitted out and have lots of gadgets along with
winter specials. I recommend going to Lost Hills if you wish to ﬂy
FAI events. It is a good atmosphere and a really great ﬁeld.
There are World Cup events in October this year which is
another good time to be there.

Antony Koerbin and Rob Wallace drinking a glass of champagne and
having wedding cake prior to the start of F1H.

SUMMER AEROTOW

Peter Deacon

Here is what the critics had to say:-

“Thanks again for a great aerotow, fantastic, best yet”
(Sam Laidlaw - Nelson)
“Many thanks for a well-organised and fun aerotow”
(Peter Hewson - Christchurch)
“Many thanks again to you and your clubs excellent
event, you guys set the bar for the rest of us to come up to”
(Paul Chisholm - Christchurch)
“Regards to all and thanks for the excellent company and
weekend” (Gordon McArthur – Wellington)
Introduction
RC aerotowing is alive and kicking in the Top of the South Island and
judging by the number of smiles and hand-shakes at the conclusion of this
year’s event, it is safe to say the 2016 Blenheim Summer Aerotow achieved
its primary objective which was for everyone to HAVE FUN! The weather
was cool and cloudy all weekend - nothing like the blistering heat and
scorching sunshine we have experienced in previous years - nevertheless
all participants got plenty of ﬂying on both days and went home with drained
batteries, empty fuel tanks and loads of great memories and new ﬂying
stories to tell, including one about a glider and a tree, but you will have to
read on to ﬁnd out about that.
Friday – Sloping Around
The fun kicked-oﬀ on Friday afternoon at Meadowbank, our slope soaring
site in the Wither Hills near Blenheim. This was a chance for the early
arrivals to get in a bit of stick time and blow the dust and cobwebs oﬀ their
models. There was plenty of ﬂying action and some interesting models on
display including Peter Hewson’s white-tailed sea eagle replica ‘Eddie the
Eagle” from the Silent Flight plan and Rex Ashwell’s electriﬁed Guppy. This
pretty 1.5m rudder/elevator model with polyhedral wing works well on the
slope and in the light south-easterly winds had no problem gaining height
without troubling the motor. There were also plenty of Radians, ﬂying wings
and some higher performance F3B/J machines and at one point I counted
about a dozen airframes all battling it out for the best lift in the relatively light
conditions. The biggest, fastest and most impressive glider by far was
Dave Griﬃn’s stunning 4m Fox with electric ducted fan ‘up and go’ system
installed behind the cockpit, powered by two 5000mAh 10 cell Lipos. When
this combination was ﬁred up it sounded more like a jet turbine than a
ducted fan and easily propelled the Fox skywards to a good height before
being shut down and retracted back inside the sleek fuselage. Dave was
then free to roam the skies above Marlborough demonstrating the
awesome aerobatic prowess of the Fox. The substantial battery packs
boosted the glider up several times for high speed loops, rolls and spins
before Dave decided it was time to land – and this is where things did not go
as planned.

ASK8 on tow behind Pawnee

Gliders wait their turn for a tow

Being a slope site there is not much ﬂat ground, apart
from a small area at the top where all the cars were
parked. Dave either had to land up the slope with a
tail wind or across the slope with a cross wind – he
elected to land across the slope. But the Fox is a
slippery machine so the approach and landing would
require considerable skill, which Dave has in bucket
loads. On this occasion it was not a deﬁcit of skill that
lead to an unscheduled arrival but a common failing
of the mark one eyeball that we have all experienced
– poor depth perception at distance. As Dave set up
his approach across the hillside, a stand of 30m tall ﬁr
trees had to be negotiated just before the ﬁnal
approach. Dave was sure he was well inside those
trees when he banked over, but in fact he was on the
far side of them and sure enough one of those
treacherous trees jumped up and grabbed that glider
right out of the sky. Dave was momentarily
dumbstruck when the Fox crunched into the upper
branches but he took it like a true professional.
A rescue team was quickly formed consisting of 4
brave men - well 3 brave men plus me - as I had
decided to stay on the ground because somebody
had to. This allowed me to supervise the whole
operation from a safe place and oﬀer encouraging
words of advice such as “mind that dead branch you
are standing on Dave - it looks a bid dodgy!”
Alex Hewson, being the bravest among us, skilfully
climbed up about 20metres to assess the situation
and determine how exactly we were going to
extricate a 4m scale glider weighing many kg from a
crazy tangle of twisted branches and twigs, without
doing any more damage. He quickly realised there
was no way this tree was going to give up the glider
without a ﬁght, as the Fox was well and truly wedged
in the upper branches. He therefore proceeded to

dismantle it piece by piece, one-handed, while hanging on to the
tree with his other hand, no mean feat while balancing 20 metres
in the air. First the canopy was removed, then the substantial
battery packs came out, followed by wing joiners, wings and
ﬁnally the fuselage with tail-plane still attached. A vertical
human chain was formed and each piece carefully guided down
through the branches to the next bravest man Neal Blackie and
then to Dave who lowered the pieces the ﬁnal few metres to me
standing safely on the ground. The pictures tell the tale.
Eventually we had all the pieces of glider and all the brave men
back on terra ﬁrma and were able to assess the scale of the
damage. Remarkably little carnage had resulted, just a cracked
canopy and frame, one crunched wing leading edge and some
dents and scrapes to the fuselage. This model will live to ﬂy
another day and we look forward to seeing it in the air again
soon.
Saturday - Taking up Slack
Saturday morning dawned grey, cold and damp, with a steady
drizzle from the blanket of cloud left over from decaying tropical
cyclone Victor. It was not looking promising for the ﬁrst oﬃcial
day of our aero-tow and I was beginning to wonder how I was
going to keep 20+ bored and frustrated pilots occupied for a
whole day in the middle of a wet ﬁeld! Fortunately the forecast
indicated things would improve and sure enough around midmorning the cloud began to lift and break, the drizzle stopped
and models began to appear from various cars, vans and trailers
and were made ready to commit aviation. Initially it was only the
determined few that got airborne as the skies remained grey and
thermals were non-existent. But gradually the day warmed and
as the cloud-base lifted more gliders and tugs materialised and
made their way to the ﬂight line. By early afternoon a steady ﬂow
of scale and sport sailplanes were heading skyward, towed aloft
by two 33% Pawnees belonging to Peter Hewson and Andrew
Palmer, my 35% Extra 330, Paul Chisholm’s 60cc Cessna Ag
Wagon and Peter Randerson’s own design tug that looks like a
Wot 4 on steroids.

Father and son time

Father and son time – take 2

Conditions were still relatively cool and cloudy with the
remnants of tropical cyclone Victor hanging around and there
was little discernible convective lift. The wind was easterly and
there should have been some ridge-lift above the nearby SE
facing hills, however the wind was too light and no one was
ﬁnding enough lift to prolong their ﬂights signiﬁcantly, so most
were fairly quick up and down aﬀairs. This is great for the
spectators though, as there is more time to enjoy watching the
tugs and sailplanes at close quarters taking-oﬀ and landing and
it also keeps the tug pilots busy so they don’t get bored.
Even though we had started ﬂying later than planned lots of
ﬂights were accomplished relatively quickly as we had more
than enough tugs on duty and by mid-afternoon ﬂying activity
gradually died down as eyes became tired and necks grew stiﬀ
from staring upwards.
In the evening, as has become customary, we retired to Dodson
St Beer Garden in Blenheim for some well earned tucker, liquid
refreshments and hospitality and many stories were told, some
of them truthful.
Sunday 31st Jan – All Out
Sunday morning was cloudy once more but the clouds were
higher and more broken than Saturday, with occasional
glimpses of blue sky, so gliders and tugs were readied and
towing began in earnest. Initially there were 4 tugs operating but
by mid-morning the Cessna Ag Wagon and one Pawnee had
‘gone tech’ so we were reduced to two – my Extra 330 and
Andrew’s Pawnee. Things got pretty hectic from then on and we
were ﬂat out for a couple of hours making sure all those who

Peter and Bob ‘assisting’ Gordon

Sam’s Gull goes soaring

wanted to ﬂy did not have to wait too long for a tow.
Several notable ﬂights were made during the day including three
maidens - Paul Chisholm’s Ka6 from the Jilles Smit plan ﬂown by
son Scott, David Falconer’s beautiful Blanik in the Red Bull
colour scheme and Gordon McArthur’s Swift S1. With the high
cloud-base and 2000’ agl NOTAM in place, gliders were
regularly being towed up above 1500’ and one of the highest
releases was over 1800’ by Allan Knox’s SHK behind Andrew’s
Pawnee – very impressive. The warmer, more buoyant air made
for some longer ﬂight times compared to Saturday, although
there were also some very short ones with the more aerobatic
sailplanes racing the tugs to the ground and seeing who could
do the most loops and rolls on the way down – great
entertainment.
Ricky Bruce provided one of the highlights of the day with a ﬂight
of his ½ scale ASW 28, which he had transported all the way
from Invercargill. We were all waiting in anticipation for this but
the conditions needed to be just right as the tug had suﬃcient
thrust to climb steadily with the 28kg model on tow, but not much
more. As it turned out the tow was uneventful and the ASW28
cruised around majestically for quite a while before a long and
smooth descent and landing, with the longest roll-out of the
weekend due to its immense size.

Blanik’s pleasing lines

As always the event was really made by the people who
attended and we had some of the best. Thanks to all those who
made it this year and we look forward to welcoming you back
next year – hopefully with a few more new faces as well.
Note:
Peter Hewson kindly produced an excellent video of this event,
including footage of the big ASW28, which can be found at:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOm5LeMdiiA
Paul Chisholm and his ﬁne Ka6e

Fox up a tree

Bravest man

Bob McGrath hefting his 6 metre ASK8

Braver man

Brave man

Peter, Bob and Ricky getting the ASK8 ready

2016
Glider Contest

Asia Pacific Open

F3K

The Kiwi Perspective
Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway (Rowdy) mentioned that the
APO F3K (Asia Paciﬁc Open) discus launched glider
competition was on in Melbourne out at Longwood in March
2016 and told the gliding fraternity that they should attend.
Joe had gone to China for the same contest in 2014 and said he
had a great time and with both these guys pushing it along we
soon had 8 pilots and 3 partners making the kiwi contingent a
group of 11.
Tickets were booked models packed and we met up as a group
after ﬂying in from Wellington and Auckland on diﬀerent ﬂights at
Melbourne on the Wednesday morning before the contest that
was due to start on Friday.
Joe, Len Drabble and Rowdy had arranged a car and a van to
transport the team and their boxes and bags and so with a little
bit of help from Jon Day (one of the Aussie Organization team)
we were oﬀ like a pork chop in the sun to Longwood about an
hour north of Melbourne.
Of course were were all keen to get to the ﬂying ﬁeld and get
some ﬂying in and see what the days ahead had in store.
The kiwi team were using almost exclusively the Snipe from
Vladimirs Models and of course this was designed by Joe Wurts
and has featured heavily in the last two world champs
campaigns and in most local contests.
Other models we saw were the Vibe from ArmSoar composites,
the Stream NXT, and some others that I didn't have time to look
at.
We spent Wednesday afternoon ﬂying and getting used to the
Aussie 36 degree heat and catching up with other ﬂiers many
who are old friends.
Thursday saw the arrival of most of the other teams and we
continued practicing and ﬁne tuning the model setups. This was
a chance for the more experienced ﬂiers to help the newer guys
ﬁne tune their settings and pass on some hints before the
contests started.

The Friday was to be the RCGA Open a separate one day
contest used as a shakedown and a separate contest in it's own
right.
The day started out calm and the wind slowly built to around half
the FAI limit which provided some score separation, and then
dropped oﬀ later in the day. We ﬂew seven rounds. The
conditions were hot, a little dusty and this meant large strong
thermals and later in the day big lift sink cycles.
The ﬂying was tough with previous and current world champions
all ﬂying there were almost no easy rounds and there was some
blood shed on the score sheets.
First was Alex Hewson (Simmo) then Joe Wurts, Peter Williams
(Peewee)Kevin Botherway (Rowdy) with Steve Warner in 14th
Neal Moss in 17th Rod Hale (Nanna) in 23rd and Len Drabble
(Dribble)in 25th.
It was a great ﬁrst day for the Kiwis and the possibility for better
results in the coming main contest to be held on Saturday and
Sunday.
The main contest started on Saturday there was light wind at the
start of the ﬁrst round and an overnight storm had dampened the
ﬁeld and blown out most of the shade tents.

Looking at the scores it was hard for most to achive the required
ﬂight times.The thermals started kicking in after this and we
ﬁnished the day half way through round 7.
The Kiwis were looking OK after the ﬁrst day with Joe then Rod
Hale Peter Williams and Alex Hewson rounding out the top four
with Kevvie in7th Neal Moss in 12th and Steve and Len in 22nd
and 23rd, however the scores were tight at the top of the board
so it now became a game of no mistakes.
Sunday was very calm and warm and we started on completing
round 7. We were pretty keen to try and get Neal into the top ten
and not let anyone slip down the pecking order for the last 3
rounds.
The thermals and wind picked up more slowly on Sunday and
Rods last three rounds were very tough and pushed him just out
of the top ten
We ﬁnished the 10 rounds with Joe in 1st followed by Kevvie in
2nd and Peewee 6th Alex in 8th Neal in 9th, Nanna in 13th
Dribble in 22nd and Steve who had also suﬀered in the last three
rounds in 27th.
Now it was onto the ﬂy-oﬀs with the top ten pilots discarding their
scores and starting with six rounds with the tasks drawn from a
hat.
The ﬂy-oﬀ conditions were fairly variable, it started windy with
big lift and sink cycles and slowly the wind backed oﬀ towards
the end of the six rounds. Most pilots started with ballast and
removed it as the rounds progressed. With the APO title on the
line ﬂiers made some big calls and some landed out with a
resulting zero score. This really mixed up the scores and played
into the hands of the more cautious pilots who made
conservative calls and concentrated on getting scores on the
board. My impression was that there was bloodshed all over the
score sheet and it was going to be a washing machine type
outcome.
In the end Alex (Simmo)was 1st with Kevvie 2nd and Peewee
3rd Neal 4th Joe 6th
Joe was very unlucky to ﬁnish in 6th his sublime skills for once
letting him down after dominating both contests and never
looking in doubt for a podium ﬁnish.
With the contest results in it was almost a given that the Kiwis
would secure the team title and so it was.
Team results.1. New Zealand 2.Australia, 3.Singapore,
4.China, 5.Taiwan, 6. Thailand 7.Hongkong.
The APO was a great contest, the organization was superb with
sunshades, chairs, water, BEER and lunch all provided and
social events every night arranged by Shona Guest, Jon Day
and their team. They had arranged accommodation for the
teams and buses for transport, airport pickups and had the
entire community behind them, the Local Mayor attended for
both days of the APO and presented the trophies. Len wanted to
take her home but was not allowed. We featured in the local
newspapers and on the evening news.
Tim Lennon was a great Contest Director and with Jerry Carter
assisting things ran smoothly.
The Aussies kept up with Kiwi bashing even with the
overwhelming result to team Kiwi.
Roll on the APO for 2018.

RC SCALE
Peter Hewson

SIG

There has been quite a lot happening on the RC Scale scene
lately with several events and some great builds underway – we
feature two of these in this column. Thanks to those of you who
have been submitting material; it is greatly appreciated and, I
hope, of interest to our readership.

NATIONALS
I really encourage scale ﬂiers to come to the National
Championships – great comraderie and the best place in the
country to see the diversity of disciplines available in our sport.
By the time you read this you may already have enjoyed the
experience!

SCALE AT SPRINGHILL
Many thanks to Roger Gibbs and his team for the scale contest
organisation at Springhill in February. Here is his report:
NSMAC put on a great Scale Contest on the Saturday and a Scale Rally
on the Sunday at their Green road site. Super weather both days and at
the end of three rounds and static, Steve Cole won the Classic with his
Fokker D7, from Roger and Gwyn. We combined novice and
intermediate to call it Sportsman and it was well contested with the
Fletcher of Chris Bruce coming out on top.
A fresh crop of models turned up for the Rally with the huge Beech of
Colin Austin just pipped by one vote by Adam Butlers thunderous 104"
P47D for Pilots Choice. Adam took away a bag of modelling goodies
courtesy of FirebrandaeroRC who are specialising in scale kits and
accessories. Hobby City provided Gift Vouchers and BBQ and Cold
drinks both days so a big thank you to Hobby City.
The youngest entrant was Troy Sievert and he ﬂew well. The foam
Harvard he ﬂew is his dad’s model and is covered in brown paper and
painted and detailed extremely well and is also ﬁtted with retracts.
Steve Cole designed the plan and built the winning Fokker D7 model
which has been around a number of years. It has a 2 meter span and is
powered with a Moki 180. Incidentally he had entered it in Sportsman, but
on take-oﬀ his Classic entry, a beautiful P40 Kitty hawk ran straight into
our chain link fencing which protects other Pilots. The fence won, the
model was matchwood so he entered the Fokker in Classic and it ﬂew as
if on rails in a sometimes blustery wind.

A full size
English
Electric
Lightning
(photo Paul
Johnson
Flightline
UK)

LIGHTNING STRIKES AT F6
Alan Dick and Colin Austen are amazing modellers who love
building spectacular models. Here is Colin’s latest project with
Alan’s report on progress to date:

Many in the modelling fraternity will know of Colin Austen and will
have seen him ﬂying one or more of his stable of large models the Sopwith Pup, twin engine Beech, Lysander, or his jet
powered Grumman Panther. He is truly a proliﬁc quality builder
and one who demonstrates the ﬂying qualities of his models with
great panache.
It is pretty obvious that Colin’s model interest is for large model
scale. Large being the operative word, for a while now he has
been building a quarter scale English Electric Lightning F6. At a
quarter scale it will be 12’6’’(3.8 metres) long with a wing span of
8’8” (2.6 metres) swept span tip to tip and each wing 8ft ( 2.4
metres) root to tip. The estimated weight will be about 50kg,
which will necessitate NZCAA certiﬁcation. He plans to power it
with two 180 or 210 turbines, each turbine to be fed by a 4.5 litre
fuel tank. Construction was started in August 2014.

Colin pointing out some detail on the LARGE plan

For those who build model aircraft from scratch, you need to
have, or draw up, a set of plans. Fortunately, a chap called Ted
Allison in the United Kingdom had built a large model Lightning
and made available a set of his of plans. Ted belongs to the UK
LMA (Large Model Association) and his EE Lightning has been
featured in some of the UK model magazines. He has provided
a lot of advice on construction and ﬂying qualities. Colin has also
made some modiﬁcations to the construction.
One of the ﬁrst jobs was to trace out and then cut out, all the
parts. Conventional wisdom is to cut all parts before starting
construction. A laborious task, but it aids in building (or not giving
up when the building gets tedious!). Not everyone does this, as
it requires quite a lot of willpower. The urge to commence
construction by cutting out parts as you go is very strong. For a
model as large as the Lightning, I imagine that considerable
willpower was and still is required!
The construction is conventional, with 6mm Gaboon marine ply
formers, ribs, stringers and balsa and ply planking. All
hardwood used is Cyparis. The inner wing ribs are ply and the
outer ribs are made from balsa. The wings, ﬁn, tailplanes and the
front of the fuselage, are detachable for ease of storage and for
transport. They are skinned with a ﬁbreglass material called Pro
Skin. It comes in various thicknesses, 0.26mm, 0.40mm being
typical. In some areas covering is just pro skin, in other areas
requiring greater strength, pro skin is applied over balsa sheet.
The Pro Skin was imported from the USA and comes in 3ft X 4ft
(920mm x 1220mm) sheets. In the USA it is known G10 sheet. A
product called Bostik Safetech High Performance Construction
Adhesive, available locally from Carters and applied with a
caulking gun, was used to ﬁx the G10 in place. For strength, the

All the parts (note the 12” ruler in the middle)

Part of the interesting structure

G10 was sanded where the adhesive was to be applied and
then rubbed down with a product called Prep M, prior to gluing.
One of the advantages of Pro Skin is that it is paint ready and
needs little surface preparation.
For a model such as this, oﬀ the shelf accessories such as
wheels, brakes, undercarriage struts, retracts and canopy are
not available. The main undercarriage is complicated by the fact
that it must retract outwards and back into the 60 degree swept
wing. Colin machined the retracts, U/C legs, brake units and the
nose retract unit from details supplied by Ted. The Tyres are 8
inches (190mm) in diameter, have inner tubes and are available
from Wheelco in Tauranga. The wheel rims are scale, again
made by Colin.
Building such a large model takes time, money and
determination. Finishing it will take some months yet, but I am
sure it will be a magniﬁcent model when it is ﬁnished. I can
imagine that many cameras will be clicking and whirring when it
is eventually ﬁnished and takes to the air in public. Well done
Colin for tackling such a magniﬁcent model aircraft.

Pity a lot of the structure detail will be hidden

A plug has been made for the canopy which will be moulded
commercially

SE 5A FOR BIBPLANE FANATIC
Victor Tan loves building and ﬂying older biplane models and at a
large scale if possible. “I can see them better,” he jests. Here is
his report on his latest project:
Being a biplane fanatic I was considering what should be my
next build? I was looking over the ¼ scale SE5a plans drawn by
Dennis Bryant when I decided that was the plane I’d like to build.
It looked quite a straight forward construction with laser cut short
kit parts from Bob Holman Plans. The wingspan is 80”.
I decided to ﬁnish oﬀ with the aircraft markings from D6851 when
fellow club member, Owen Brownlee, showed me a picture of it
on his calendar. This full sized S.E.5a is an exact reproduction
built in 1989 by Bobby Strahlman in Florida.
The original aircraft was ﬂown by Ltn E W Springs No 85 Sqn.
Springs scored three of his four victories while with No 85 Sqn in
D6851 in June 1918.
RCSCALEBUILDER.COM has a built thread titled “Dennis
Bryant 1/4 scale SE5a” which I used for reference and
inspiration. The Vintage Aviator and Shuttleworth Collection also
provided plenty of photos for scale details. Philip Makanna’s
book “GHOSTS The Great War-Aviation in WW1 has eleven
pages of pictures and information on the S.E.5a and D6851.

This is my ﬁrst “Detailed Scale” project so lots of searching on the
internet and magazine articles helped with the selection and use
of material for an almost “scale like” ﬁnish. I have enjoyed the
challenge of working on and reproducing many of the “scale”
details. The laser cut parts consisting of ply and balsa were of
excellent quality.
The inspiration to start with the rudder was the lure of working
with aluminium tubing and epoxying it to cedar ribs with tiny pin
heads simulating screws. All these to be hidden beneath the
fabric covering and paint…well I had fun!

Coverall fabric was used for covering. BalsaLoc was used to as
an iron on adhesive for the Coverall. Water based urethane
clear satin and Resene test pot paint was used on the covering
and markings.
I enjoyed working with the thin aluminium sheet applied over the
forward deck. Forming the gun exit on the top deck was an
achievement as I wanted to replicate the curves on the original
aircraft. There were times I had to just walk away and waited
until an idea or solution came into mind. Other interesting parts
were shaping the Cedar struts and undercarriage, lacing on the
fuselage sides and simulated rib stitching!
An OS GF30 petrol 4 stroke has been installed with a ﬂexi pipe
connected to its original silencer below. It was good to have all
that space in the engine compartment!
Scale instruments and guns were bought as 3D printed kit sets
from IFlyTailies.com
I am hoping the aircraft will weigh between 18-20 lbs. It has
taken me 7 months to reach the stage as seen on the photo.
Approximately 600photos of the built process has been taken
which I felt may come in handy to anyone who intends to build
from this plan. My email is victan24@hotmail.com should
anyone like to contact me on the project.

Rob Wallace

By the time you read this the National Championships would
have been and gone and whether the changing of dates etc to
Easter time was a success will be known. The weather should
have been better compared to January, crops harvested and so
on. I personally have made a few sacriﬁces to get to the Nats as
being SIG Chairman I have a certain responsibility to be there
but also I Want to be there and will do my best to enjoy the social
side as well as the ﬂying because I enjoy the company of the
people there as well. A lot of people stay in Motels etc away from
the Showgrounds and I believe they miss out on a lot of the
atmosphere that is a Nationals.
Antony Koerbin and Myself ﬂew in World Cup events in Lost Hills
California in February and hopefully there will be a write up on
the events in this issue.It is a great venue and we had 2 weeks of
tremendously good weather. Antony made two of the ﬂyoﬀs in
F1A and the standard of ﬂying is very high. Most glider Flyers are
using LDA models for ﬂyoﬀs. I managed the 4 minute ﬁrst round
ﬂights with my Long non LDA model though.
I have been shopping around for a few modelling goodies lately
and Spotlight has come to the party with a large supply of
Plasticine which I have taken years to ﬁnd and Floral spray plus
some Balsa wood. Mitre 10 Mega sells Balsa wood too. I

suggest the model shops have better quality at most times but I
did ﬁnd a really good sheet of ¼ grain at Spotlight. If you know of
good supplies of some of those especially freeﬂight items, share
the knowledge.
There has been some discussion on using the Proctor Road
Freeﬂight site for trimming sessions by email lately as well as the
Carterton site. Contact Bill McGarvey for Proctor Road and
Antony Koerbin for Carterton as they are out there doing it and
often going mid week as well. Please provide a reasonable
donation when going to these sites as the Farmers get a
generous gift annually for the use of these ﬁelds along with the
Piako Road site and others.
There will have been our submissions to the CIAM meeting
through our FAI representative in March on FAI matters and
fortunately there has been a lot less to wade through compared
to Last year and most items aren’t too contentious or are actually
sensible.
A few trials scores have trickled in now for the World
Championships to be held in Hungary in 2017.It would be good to
have a full team in F1A and B. Going to Hungary can be a bit
costly but once there things like food can be quite cheap. Any
scores should be sent to Antony Koerbin.

SIG
Wayne Cartwright
New Committee
The AGM at the recent Nationals elected the following new
Committee.
Chairman:
Wayne Cartwright
Secretary:
Wayne Cartwright
Treasurer:
Rex Bain
AVANZ News Editor:
Bernard Scott
AVANZ Plans Coordinator: Mark Venter
Committee:
Graham Main, Dave Crook,
Don Mossop, Allan Knox,
Gary Burrows

AGM Remits
The Remits regarding Age Bonus were defeated, so there is no
change. The replacement Vintage RC Scale Texaco rules were
approved, eﬀective immediately.

Nationals Highlights
I did not attend the Nationals, so this short report is based on
notes written by Graham Main and John Butcher. A full report
will be published in the next issue of AVANZ News.

This was a good Nationals for Vintage. Entries were strong, with
89 in the Vintage RC classes and 33 in the Vintage FF classes.
The overall entry of 122 was the largest category at the Nationals.
Bernard Scott was Vintage Champion. The top three places both
in Champion Modeller (Bernard Scott, John Butcher, and Rex
Anderson) and in Champ of Champs (Allan Knox, Rex Anderson,
and Keith Trillo) were taken by people who ﬂew several Vintage
events.
The weather was challenging on the ﬁrst two days due to morning
rain, and on the fourth day when 30 kph winds came up in the
afternoon. Nevertheless, all classes were ﬂown.
At the RC ﬁeld, a highlight was the number of ﬂy oﬀs required.
Four made the ﬂy-oﬀ in RC Vintage Precision, with Don Mossop
prevailing by one point over Allan Knox. Vintage RC Duration
also had a ﬂy-oﬀ, with Bernard Scott winning and John Butcher
second. The Vintage RC 1/2E Texaco ﬂy-oﬀ featured a
magniﬁcent ﬂight of over 27 minutes by Keith Trillo, ﬂying a

FOR SALE
April

SIG continued
Stardust Special. Keith also won the RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco ﬂy-oﬀ with his
Yonder.
Three contested the ﬂy-oﬀ In Vintage RC A Texaco. It was a tussle in good air with
the models going to speck height the blue sky creating visibility problems for some.
Winner Allan Knox followed lift downwind and took his Lancer into ﬁrst place from
John Butcher with an RC1. In Vintage RC E Texaco Dave Crook maxed out to have
a good win against strong competition. This was Dave’s ﬁrst win in Vintage – well
deserved.
A new event for the Nationals – RC Classical Precision – had an encouraging entry
of ﬁve, and was won by Graham Main with his saucy Gigi. Vintage RC E Duration
also had an excellent entry of eleven, with another win to Don Mossop, ahead of
Bernard Scott and John Butcher. Vintage RC Open Texaco featured Ian Munro’s
TD Coupe with his home-built ignition Brown Junior. Bernard Scott was well out
front in this technically challenging event with a Cabin Playboy.
Vintage FF was ﬂown alongside FF in good and pleasant ﬁeld conditions, although
some retrievals were long when the breeze came up. Vintage FF Catapult Glider
was very well supported and won by hard-working MFNZ Secretary Des Richards,
followed by John Selby and John Butcher. Rex Bain, Bernard Scott and Rex
Anderson shared the honours in the Vintage/Nos Power classes; Rex Anderson,
Stephen Wade, Stuart Cox and Bernard Scott took top placings in the Vintage/Nos
Glider classes; and Bill McGarvey and Bernard Scott prevailed in Nos Rubber.
Bernard also won Vintage FF Precision, ahead of Charles Warren and John Selby.

2016

¼ SCALE J3 CLIPPED WING CUB
WITH LASER 150 ENGINE, Robart
undercarriage, Power Box dual switch with two
2s lipos, separate servos on each side of the
elevators , Pull/pull rudder system, one piece
wing—as per photo --flown about 10 times
good condition--$1800 ONO
OS 1.20 four stroke Surpass I.C. motor. Used
for 50 flights.
SUPER TIGRE S3000, genuine Italian
made, two stroke I.C. motor with
silencer—NEW in BOX. But I have run it in as
per manufacturer’s instructions.
OS 60 two stroke I.C. motor with tuned pipe
and J-TEC pitts style silencer/exhaust used for
50 flights
ENYA 60 four stroke I.C. motor. Used for 100
flights.
Irvine 40 two stroke I.C. motor with pits style
silencer. Used 20 flights.
Reasonable Offers considered for the motors.
Motors posted, but J3 Cub to be collected from
Katikati Bay of Plenty.
John Laker
075490043
john.laker@clear.net.nz
TWO PARTIALLY BUILT, PLY AND
BALSA 1/3 SCALE BIPLANES WITH
3.3mtr WINGSPANS.
One is a Stampe (very similar to a Tiger Moth ),
the other a Udet.
The Stamps has a Titan 62 with 2.5:1 reduction
installed and a f/g cowl.
The kits are very complete incl. wheels, u/c,
cables and all hardware, servos, scale props
,scale pilots etc. Both registered for Certiﬁcates
for Large Models.
BRAND NEW JR Pro XG14 Tx and a dual
battery 11ch Rx is also available.
Located in Mt.Maunganui. For all details
please contact
Ian Mills.
ph. (07) 5744007 or cell 0211179111
ELECTRIC PATTERN MODEL: This is a
competitive model in Excellent condition.
Airframe only. Integral Fuse with Spark built
up wings and stabs. Set up for Himax motor
$800.00 or $1000.00 with all servos
Paul Stairmand
Mob: 021 593 996
Email: newlynnupholsterers @xtra.co.nz
OS ENGINE. FS-200S. (4 stroke- 33 cc.) As
new. One short test run. Project no longer
exists. With 4 wood props; 2 plastic tanks; prop
driver extension, curved short exhaust
extension (with silicon tube to ﬁt); ﬁlter;
wooden test board.
What Oﬀers.
Angus Macdonald
Ph 09 575 7232 or angusmac@xtra.co.nz

FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
Des Richards, 13 Collins Crescent, Feilding 4702, Email mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com
FREE FLIGHT

CONTROL LINE

2

141

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

Open Rubber
Paul Squires
Bryce Gibson
Graham Lovejoy

38
29
38

509
216
100
142

Open Power
Lynn Rodway

9

110

Coupe d'Hiver
Paul Squires
Graham Lovejoy
Bruce Weatherall

38
38
9

264
253
126

P30
Dave Jackson
John Beresford
Paul Squires
Graham Lovejoy

9
9
38
38

360
282
240
120

A1 Glider
Chris Murphy
Roy Gunner
Dave Jackson

56
9
9

425
318
292

Kiwi Power
Bernard Scott
Rex Anderson
Rex Bain

15
15
15

360
241
240

Open Glider
Antony Koerbin
Stewart Morse
Lynn Rodway

38
9
9

540
194
170

Catapult Launched Glider
Alec Fuller
25
Paul Lagan
80
Andrew Robinson
25
Lynn Rodway
9
Rachel Jackson (Jnr) 9
Paul Squires
38
Dave Jackson
9
Alan Reed
25
Bill McGarvey
4
Graham Lovejoy
38
Allan Baker
22
Dave Ackery
48
Stewart Morse
9
Allan Knox
22
Des Richards
38
David Gush
88
Kyla Fisher (Jnr)
88
John Butcher
88
Allen Lawrence
25
Ray Cordell
88

312
245
245
233
209
206
202
191
186
185
168
165
154
149
142
142
128
127
106
88

Hand Lanched Glider
Dave Jackson
Allen Lawrence
Paul Squires
Rob Wallace
Graham Lovejoy
Allan Baker
Andrew Robinson
Allan Knox
Alan Reed

9
25
38
18
38
22
25
22
25

289
224
193
164
138
135
126
106
106

Hangar Rat
Bill Long
Kay Long
Allen Lawrence
Steve Blackman
Neville Robinson
Alan Reed
Alec Fuller

9
9
25
25
9
25
25

414
305
288
245
214
193
157

143

144

145

147

148

149

150

151

157

Classic 'A' Team Race
Ashley Keeling
15
Steve Hansen
48
Bryce Rackley
48

5-53.32
6-06.06
7-35.00

Classic 'B' Team Race
Ashley Keeling
15
Steve Hansen
48
Adrian Hamilton
29

5-10.88
5-36.22
62 laps

1/2 A Team Race
Andrew Robinson
Alec Fuller
Rod Brown

25
25
25

4-04.95
6-14.42
79 Laps

Class B Team Race
Dave Ackery
48
Rod Brown
25

4-56.79
79 laps

158

FAI F2A Speed
Neil Lickfold
Carl Lickfold

15
15

280.16
280.16

Percentage Speed
Andrew Robinson
Brendan Robinson
Don Robinson
Brian Howser

25
25
25
15

90.26%
84.92%
68.99%
65.10%

VINTAGE

FAI Team Race Combined (F2C + F2F)
Graeme Christie
48
3-17.75
Rod Brown
25
3-17.75
Andrew Robinson
25
3-28.00
Brendan Robinson
25
3-28.00
Glen Lewis
29
3-48.04
Robert Bolton
25
3-48.04
Rob Wallace
18
4-27.41
Dave Ackery
48
4-42.84
Don Robinson
25
5-00.69
Slow Goodyear Team Race
Ashley Keeling
15
Brendan Robinson
25
Andrew Robinson
25
Bryce Rackley
48
Dave Ackery
48
Adrian Hamilton
29
Alec Fuller
25
Rod Brown 25
Graeme Christie
48
Steve Hansen
48

3-54.50
4-06.87
4-12.03
4-12.19
4-22.87
4-31.50
4-55.91
5-05.20
5-21.31
78 Laps

FAI F2A Speed
Neil Lickfold
Carl Lickfold

15
15

280.16 km/h
267.26 km/h

Percentage Speed
Dave Ackery
Don Robinson
Andrew Robinson
Rob Wallace
Alec Fuller

48
25
25
18
25

71.58
69.82
68.19
63.39
62.23

Classic 'A' Team Race
Don Robinson
25
Ashley Keeling
15

5-16.31
5-25.78

Classic 'B' Team Race
Ashley Keeling
15
Steve Hansen
48

5-04.55
5-30.50

154

FAI Team Race Combined (F2C + F2F)
Glen Lewis
29
3-24.80
Robert Bolton
25
3-24.80
Andrew Robinson
25
3-27.26
Brendan Robinson
25
3-27.26
Rod Brown
25
3-37.75
Graeme Christie
48
3-37.75

156

Slow Goodyear Team Race
Bryce Rackley
48
Brendan Robinson
25
Graeme Christie
48
Ashley Keeling
15
Steve Hansen
48
Andrew Robinson
25
Bob Reynolds
48
Rod Brown
25

4-00.44
4-10.97
4-12.20
4-16.30
4-23.67
4-30.09
4-40.06
5-02.86

73

Vintage FF Rubber Duration
Bill McGarvey
4
180

79

Vintage FF Power Duration
Lynn Rodway
9
224
Rex Bain 15
92
Rex Anderson
15
20

80

Nostalgia FF Power Duration
Rex Bain
15
275
Lynn Rodway
9
159

81

Nostalgia FF Rubber Duration
`Chris Murphy
56
343

82

Classic FF Rubber Duration
Paul Squires
38
408
Chris Murphy
56
100

83

Vintage RC 1/2A Texaco
Allan Baker
22
John Ryan
37

980
210

SOARING
168

F3K Tasks B,D,G,H
Ken McMillan
Rex Ashwell
Peter Deacon

169

ALES Radian Class P
Scott Benjamin
30
Wayne Bilham
30
Bruce Fryer
30
Bruce McKay
30
Peter Vining
30
Kevin Burrows
30
Rex Ashwell
35
Phil Pearpoint
30
Greg Findon
30
Peter Graham
35
Bruce Woodﬁeld
30
Brian Dickens
30

1310
1303
1277
1190
1187
1157
1116
1094
1079
1073
824
820

ALES 123 Class N
Peter Deacon
Rex Ashwell
Paul Barrett
Phil Elvy

979
905
788
690

172

173

(total raw scores)
35
1323
35
1310
35
262

35
35
35
35

X5J Unlimited Class O
Phil Elvy
35
Peter Deacon
35
Allan Baker
22
Rex Ashwell
35
Ken McMillan
35
Paul Barrett
35

2349
2300
2258
2193
2171
2089

Club number
Score

NDC
Rules
NDCRules

